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Introduction 

.. Most Jury Pool Members Face 
Week of Treading the Waters of Boredom" 

Clearwater Sun 
May 20,1979 

Over the past decade there has been a growing concern 
with the manner in which jurors and jury systems are 
administered. Problems such as inefficient use of citizen 
time, the loss of public confidence and support of jury 
service and the expenditure of excessive amounts of pub
lic funds for jury systems have been identified. 

Even though there are problems related to jury service, 
the right to have ajury trial is a fundamental aspect of our 
system of jurisprudence. In order for individuals to ex
ercise this right it is necessary that citizens be available to 
serve as jurors and that courts develop and maintain 
administrative machinery to provide jurors for trial needs. 
It is these factors which have guided the development of 
modern jury systems. 

A jury system can be considered to include all of the 
procedures involved in insuring that citizens are available 
to a court for jury service. A system includes the means 
of selecting potential jurors from a local population; 
summoning potential jurors to a court; using potential and 
sworn jurors in voir dire and trial activities; and compen
sating persons for their service. 

The concern over the manner in which jurors and jury 
systems are administered has also arisen in the State of 
Florida. The State pays all jurors per diem and mileage 
costs at a rate of $10.00 a day and 14 cents a mile. During 
fiscal year 1977-78, more than 100,000 citizens of Florida 
were called to the courts throughout the state, an ex
penditure of over 4.5 million dollars for juror and witness 
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fees. Both the Florida Supreme Court and Legislature 
have recognized that considerable cost savings might be 
realized and the impact of jury service on citizens may be 
improved by enhancing existing jury system management 
practices. 

Other problems occur as a result of jury service. Many 
prospective jurors or their employers lost considerably 
more than the modest $10 per day juror fee through their 
absence.' from customary employment. The cost of main
taining people at their full salaries during the time spent in 
jury duty is largely borne by employers and is included in 
their overhead costs. Moreover, many of those who came 
to court but were not seated as jurors resented the ex
perience and thought it to be a waste of time. 

As a result of these concerns, the Florida Legislature, in 
cooperation with the Supreme Court, allocated funds for 
a jury procedures study. This study was to be performed 
by the Florida Office of the State Court Administrator. 
The primary purpose of the study was to identify and 
resolve jury system problems through the institution and 
assessment of a number of jury system improvements. 
The focus of the study was to develop specifications for 
and to demonstrate procedural changes in jury adminis
tration practices which could be applicable to other 
Florida courts. 

This report is a summary of the findings of the project. it 
contains information on the manner in which the selected 
jury systems functioned prior to and after the initiation of 
the project. The report is aimed at individuals who are 
familiar with the manner in which jury systems operate. It 
is anticipated that the report will motivate individuals to 
assess their jury system operation. 



A Typical Florida Jury System 

According to a descriptive survey undertaken by the Of
fice of State Courts Administrator in 1977, a typical 
Florida jury system operates in basically the following 
manner: 

1. Once each year, or as needed, a master list of per
sons who may be selected for jury service is ran
domly drawn from the voter's registration list. This 
master list is stored in some secure manner until a list 
of 'persons to report for service, or venire, is re
quired. 

2. In some courts, a qualified list is generated from the 
master list. This list is to determine if individuals 
meet the statutory requirements for jury service. If 
this step is used the resulting qualified list is secured 
and used to select venires. 

3. Each time jury trials are set, a set or several sets of 
names (the venire), is randomly drawn from the 
master list (or qualified list, if used), to be summoned 
to appear in court. 

4. Summonses are sent to those persons on the venire. 
The summons may be hand delivered by the sheriff, 
sent by certified mail with return receipts requested 
or by first class mail. 

5. Potent~al jurors report to the courthouse for service. 
. A court may require its jurors to report to a single 
courtroom or judge, to several courtrooms or judges, 
to a single jury pool for use by all courts or to two 
jury pools, for use by either circuit and county courts 
or for civil and criminal courts. 
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6. After reporting, potential jurors are screened to 
determine if they meet the statutory requirements for 
jury service. Those who do not meet the require
ments or who are determined by the court to be in
capable of jury service are excused. 

7. The remaining persons are either placed in a jury 
pool or are sent as a panel to a courtroom, depending 
upon the type of system used in the court. Those 
persons placed in a jury pool await to be randomly 
selected for whatever juror requirements arise in the 
court. 

8. In a pool system, the pool is notified to send a suffi
cient number of persons to the courtroom for voir 
dire, when it is determined that a panel of persons is 
needed. 

9. Once in the c.ourtroom, members of the panel are 
selected for examination by the judges and attorneys 
to determine if they are acceptable through the voir 
dire process. Ai person may be challenged from 
serving on the jury; either preemptorily or for cause. 
A jury of the prescribed size (six or twelve persons) 
is then selected. An alternate may also be selected. 
Those persons who are challenged or not used may 
be dismissed, sent to another courtroom, or in the 
case of a pool system, returned to the pool for future 
use. 

10. At the end of a trial the jurors may be dismissed, sent 
to another courtroom, or returned to the pool. 

11. Jurors will serve one week, unless the trial circum
stances require their presence for a longer period of 
time. 



Existing Jury System Characteristics 

The basic jury system characteristics for each of the participant counties at the initiation of the data 
gathering are shown in Table 1. 

Alachua 

No. of 10 circuit 
Judges 4 county 

Jury no 
Pools 

No. of 11 
Courtrooms 

No. of 1 system-
Jury circuit 
Systems & county 

courts 

Avg. Juror 
Days 
Paid/Month 671 
Jan-Aug '78 

Avg. No. 
Persons 
Summoned 428 
Jan-Aug '78 

Computer 
Generated 
List yes 

Venires no 

Summons no 

Payroll yes 

Qualifica-
tion Ques- yes 
tionnaires 

Summons 1st 
Sent class 
By mail 

TABLE 1 

Jury System Characteristics 
September 1978 

Broward Escambia Hernando Lake 

49 circuit 9 circuit 1 circuit 2 circuit 
13 county 5 county 1 county 2 county 

yes yes no no 

27 6 2 5 

1 pool for I pool for 2 systems- 2 systems-
circuit & circuit & 1 circuit 1 circuit 
county county & & 
courts courts I county 1 county 

3,033 848 94 172 

1,812 562 132 223 

yes yes yes no 

yes no yes no 

yes no no no 

yes no yes no 

no no yes yes 

1st 1st 1 st 1st 
class class class class 
mail mail mail mail 
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Marion Palm Beach 

3 circuit 19 circuit 
2 county 8 county 

no yes 

3 13 

2 systems- 1 pool for 
I circuit circuit & 

& county 
1 county courts 

370 1,875 

224 975 

yes no 

no no 

no yes 

no no 

yes no 

Circuit: Certified 
1st class Mail 
County: 
certified 



Conclusions And Implications Of The 
Research 

As previously indicated, the primary purpose of the Jury 
Procedures Study was to identify and resolve jury system 
problems through the use of the selected test sites as 
experimental entities. The project was extremely suc
cessful in carrying out the purpose while meeting the ob
jectives. 

The four jury system objectives adopted by the Jury Pro
cedures Study were: 

• Maximize the responsiveness of jury systems to the 
court's need for jurors for voir dire and trials 

• Maximize citizen participation and minimize incon
venience in jury service 

• Minimize the economic burden on the individual 
• Minimize the costs of jury systems 

As a result of the Jury Procedures Study, it was deter
mined that the test sites did, in fact, possess jury system 
operating characteristics which both inhibit and enhance 
the attainment of the four overall jury system objectives. 

More importantly, the project determined that several of 
the inhibiting factors in those test sites could be effec
tively remedied throught he implementation of simple 
administrative procedures. (reference Table 2) 

Two consequences of the above deterrninations are that 
the test sites were able to reduce wasted juror time during 
jury service, and to reduce excessive amounts of public 
funds expended for jury duty. 

The obvious conclusion to be reached from the experi
ence in the pilot projects is that through the performance 
of similar data gathering efforts and analyses, many more 
Florida jury systems could enhance their operating effi
ciencies. If a large number of Florida jury systems were 
to undertake and perform the types of modifications 
implemented in the Jury Procedures Study, a significant 
amount of juror time and public funds could be saved. 

The use of telephone call-in devices was a successful 
means which was identified for reducing wasted juror 
time and juror costs. During the conduct of the Jury Pro
cedures Study, after the installation of the telephone 
call-in devices, those counties which had the devices on 
the average told 77 jurors not to report for jury duty per 
month through the telephone call-in process. In order to 
gain insights regarding the impacts of implementation of 
these improvement mechanisms on a statewide basis, let 
us assume that all 67 counties installed telephone call-in 
devices in their jury systems, and that each county on the 
average saved 77 juror days per month through the use of 
these telephone call-in devices. The results would be 
5,159 juror days saved each month. That is to say that 
5,159 persons would not be required to report for jury 
service. The dollar savings involved would be $51,590. 
On a yearly basis, the savings to accrue to the citizens 
and the state would be 61,908 juror days saved with 
$619,080 in juror per diem costs saved. 

Another successful technique identified for improving 
juror utilization was the use of mtdtiple voir dire. As de
scribed in the discussion of the findings, the Alachua 
court used this procedure to reduce the average number 
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of people brought into court from 36 per trial between 
September and November, 1978, to 20 per trial between 
December 1978 and April 1979. If the court had con
tinued to use jurors in the last five months of the project, 
as they had in the first three months, then 992 unneeded 
persons would have been required to appear at the court
house. By adopting the multiple voir dire procedure, 
those 992 individuals were spared what may have been a 
waste of their time. Correspondingly, $9,920 was saved in 
juror per diem costs. 

Research from other jurisdictions has shown that the 
multiple voir dire process is not easily adapted to large 
courts; therefore, the technique is not applicable on a 
statewide basis to all Florida courts. However, its adop
tion in smaller jurisdictions would produce significant 
savings in juror time and costs. 

Benefits also accrued to the local jurisdictions as a result 
of the Jury Procedures Study. There was a savings in 
postage costs for that court which switched from the use 
of certified mail to the use of first class mail for the dis
tribution of summons ($1782.25 in one month alone), 
Paperwork was cut in half for those counties which 
adopted the one step summoning procedure. Jury system 
computerization eliminated many manual procedures 
performed by county jury personnel. Most importantly, 
juror attitudes and convenience improved through the 
utilization of information sheets included with the sum
mons and the use of telephone call-in procedures. 

The reader can see that through such simple procedural 
changes, there would be a significant positive impact 
upon jury system operating efficiency. This was proven in 
the Jury Procedures Study. 

In spite of these successes, overall, the project sites were 
not able to address fundamental system problems such as 
overcall jurors to the courthouse, too large of panel sizes, 
case scheduling to permit more effective juror utilization, 
postponement policies and pool usage. This was largely 
due to the short timeframe of the study. 

The Florida Supreme Court considers the study to have 
been extremely successful in identifying and testing var
ious methods of improving jury system management. 
However, the Court feels that the study simply initiated 
actions in identifying further areas of concern in the jury 
field. The Court now faces the task of expanding the 
project so that all of Florida's trial courts benefit from 
jury system management improvement techniques. 
Specifically, the Court feels that the following activities 
must take place: 

• The performance of research on jury-related state 
level obstacles and legislation to include: 
a. The feasibility of the use of alternate or mUltiple 

juror source lists. 
b. An analysis of the applicable Florida Statutes. 
c. An analysis of the applicable Florida Rules of 

Court. 
• The performance of regional workshops/training 

seminars on the principles and practices of good jury 
management and applications specific to Florida. 

• The provision of technical assistance on juror utili
zation and management to Florida trial courts on an 
as requested basis. 
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TABLE 2 

CHANGES IMPLEMENTED 

CHANGES IMPACT 

Alachua 
-Multiple voir dire Cost per jury trial reduced by nearly 

half 
-Redesigned excuse policy Great convenience to public 
-Increased computerization to include Better selection procedures wider cross 

a computerized summons section 
-Telephone call-in device Recently implemented 

Broward 
-Juror postponement procedures Allows many people to serve 
-Telephone call-in device Saved $4,040 in six months 
-Orientation slide show Provides necessary information 

Escambia 
-Computerization of entire jury system No gains shown as yet; requires period 

of adaptation 

Hernando 
-Information sheet for jurors Convenience to public 
-Telephone call-in device Saved $4,060 in five months 
-Reduction of jurors summoned Saved one-sixth, but can do better 
-Redesigned excuse policy Reduced workload of judges 
-Juror postponement procedures Better information for public 
-Computerization of jury system More efficient selection-yield will im-

prove 

Lake 
-Information sheet for jurors Convenience to public 
- Telephone call-in device Saved $4,980 in five months 

Marion 
-Telephone call-in device Saved $2,530 in five months 
-Information sheet for jurors Convenience to public 
-U nified jury system Reduced court personnel costs 
-Redesigned excuse policy Reduced workload of judges 
-Juror postponement procedures Widened opportunity to serve 
-Computerization of jury system Long-range improvement 
-First class mail for summons dis- Yield will increase 

tribution 
-One-step summoning Eliminated paperwork-reduced clerical 

load 

Palm Beach 
,-First class mail for summons dis- Not yet implemented 

tribution 
-Telephone call-in device Saved $880 in one month 

-
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• The application of accepted jury management im
provement techniques to particular problem areas in 
jury management to include case scheduling, pool 
usage, multiple voir dire, postponement policies, re
duction in. the number summoned, reduction in panel 
sizes, etc. 

The Jury Procedures Study was the first step toward im
proving the administrative practices involved in Florida's 
jury systems. This first step will serve as the basis for 
continued investigation, analysis and improvement in jury 
administrative practices. 

Discussion of Study 

The Pilot Study 

The jury procedures study was an exercise in applied 
research. Methods and procedures which were developed 
nationally were applied to selected Florida courts to as
sess and modify their jury system performance. The 
fundamental project methodology was to: 

• Gather data on past and current jury system prac
tices in selected Florida courts 

• Analyze that data and identify successes and prob-
lem areas requiring attention 

• Identify and implement means of reducing problems 
• Monitor and analyze modified jury systems 
• Distribute the results of the analysis to the remainder 

of the Florida courts 

The project was jointly administered by the Office of the 
State Courts Administrator and jury management and 
administrative personnel in seven counties throughout the 
state. Assistance and input was provided by the staffs of 
the Senate Judiciary-Civil Committee and the House 
Judiciary Committee. 

Participation in the project was on a v duntary basis. 
Invitations to participate were distributed by the Supreme 
Court to 16 counties. The counties represented the major 
variations in jury system organization, structure and 
caseload identified in a descriptive survey previously 
conducted by the Office of the State Courts Adminis
trator. Seven counties ultimately part.icipated in the ef
fort: . 

Alachua County 
Broward County 
Escambia County 
Hernando County 
Lake County 
Marion County 
Palm Beach County 

Staff for the project was hired at both the state and local 
levels. Funds were available to the largest counties par
ticipating to hire one person for one year's service to 
relieve the workload of senior jury management personnel 
so that they may be involved in the study. Direct assis
tance to the medium and smaller counties was provided 
by the Office of the State Courts Administrator through 
field liaison personnel. Consulting assistance was also 
obtained to help in the conduct of the study. 

During the initial stages of project implementation, all 
state and local personnel underwent a two day training 
workshop conducted and coordinated by the Office of the 
State Courts Administrator. The workshop was directed 
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primarily at the theory and practice generally associated 
with jury management improvements. The range and type 
of innovations available were discussed, as were their re
quirements for ; .. Iplementation in the State of Florida 
and, specifically, in the co.unties. 

As a resul~ of discussions at initial meetings with the par
ticipants and at the workshop, each court formed a local 
study team composed of the chief judge, clerk of court, 
local court administrator, jury clerk and the project 
liaison person or fulltime staff member assigned to that 
court. It was determined that the study team would de
cide on the needs for that respective jurisdiction. They 
were also to be responsible for the actual coordination of 
the procurement of additional equipment, the modifi
cation of forms and the initiation of the new procedures 
as well as continuous monitoring of systems performance 
and participation in the overall evaluation effort with the 
assistance of the OSCA. 

Data collection began in August 1978. OSCA liaison staff 
researched the files of the participant counties to obtain 
available juror and jury data for the period between 
January 1, 1978 and August, 1978. In September each 
county began recording events on the project data collec
tionforms. 

As the past and current jury system data was gathered by 
the liaison personnel, it was summarized and analyzed so 
that a profile of each system could be constructed. After 
approximately six weeks of current data had been 
gathered and analyzed, system successes and problems 
were identified, and in early November the preliminary 
reports identifying successes, problems and initial rec
ommendations were distributed by the OSCA staff to 
each participating county (see Appendix B). These rec
ommendations were discussed among members of the 
study team. Each county then selected those recom
mendations which it felt were feasible for implementation. 
During December the changes which were selected by 
the participants began to be instituted. 

Data continued to be gathered through the end of April, 
1979. Jury data for eight complete months was obtained. 
Information on the participant courts from January to 
April reflects the institution of a number of modifications 
to their jury system. 

Methodology 

As a result of jury research at the national level, methods 
and criteria have been developed to assess the attainment 
of the jury management objectives in each step of the jury 
system process. With these methods and criteria, jury 
personnel can evaluate and change their systems so that 
they approach a maximum degree of efficiency and 
effectiveness. The federal level research has produced 
specific quantitative indicators which measure the effi
ciency of the jury system and various steps within the 
system. 

The effectiveness of the selection process may be mea
sured and monitored by calculating the "yield" of jurors, 
based on the number who actually report for service ver
sus the number who are actually summoned. In courts 
using separate qualifying and summoning steps, the yield 
is measured at both stages; the product of these two 
calculations gives the overall selectiOii pwcess yield for 



the period. In a direct summoning operation, overall yield 
can be measured in one step. 

For example, assume that 1,000 names are drawn from 
the master list and 500 of these are qualified. The quali
fication yield is 50 percent. If 400 are summoned and 280 
become jurors, the yield of the summoning process is 70 
percent and the overall yield of the selection process is 35 
percent (50 percent x 70 percent). 

Indicators designed to monitor the efficiency of juror 
usage, subsequent to reporting, include those which mea
sure the average panel size, the average number of un
needed jurors, and the average amount of time spent by 
jurors ·on specified activities. By measuring the average 
panel size and the average number of unneeded jurors per 
panel, the court can develop an estimate of the number of 
jurors needed to strike a jury. By utilizing indicators 
which measure intervals associated with juror activity, a 
court can identify areas where juror and court time are 
being poorly utilized. 

Indicators which reflect the efficiency of the overall jury 
management system include indices for juror utilization 
and computations of juror cost per trial. Two indices fre
quently relied upon are Juror Days Per Trial (JDPT) and 
People Brought In (PBI). Each of these indices attempts 
to determine a relationship between the number of jurors 
used in a court versus the number of trials that occur. 
JDPT is calculated by dividing the number of juror days 
served by the number of trials. PBI is figured by dividing 
the number of juror days served less juror days on con
tinuing voir dires or trials by the number of trials. PBI, 
unlike JDPT, is not prejudiced by long trials. The aver
age juror cost per trial is computed by multiplying the 
JDPT by the daily juror fee. 

The data required to determine the above indicators as 
well as additional criteria was collected in the test sites 
from September, 1978 through April, 1979. All findings 
are based upon this data. 

Summary of Findings 

As a result of the study, it was observed that the partici
pant jury systems had operating characteristics which were 
both successful in promoting the objectives of efficient 
jury management and which restricted the attainment of 
those objectives. Listed below are the results of the 
analyses which occurred and the system changes which 
were implemented in attempting to identify and remedy 
jury system administrative problems. 

Juror Selection 
• On the average, only 28% of the persons on jury 

service sampled had ever previously served on jury 
duty 

• Persons 25 years old or younger were consistently 
under-represented on jury duty 

• Persons 55 years or older were the most represented 
on jury service 

., Males and females were equally represented on jury 
service 

Qualification/ Summoning 

• One step summoning, without a pre-qualification 
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step, produced as many or more potentialjurors than 
the two-step process 

• The judicious use of postponements and excuses by 
a court improved the yield of potential jurors at the 
courthouse 

• The use of first-class mail to distribute summons 
produced yields of jurors comparable to certified mall 
yields 

• The use of first-class mail to distribute summons did 
produce a higher percent of no-shows on the re
porting date 

• The use of certified mail to distribute summons pro
duced a high rate of unclaimed summons 

Juror Service 
Enrollment and Orientation 
• The typical juror enrollment procedure was by call

ing the roll of jurors , as many as 200 names 
• None of the study courts used any form of orienta

tion besides a speech 
• Potential jurors were not provided with a sufficient 

amount of information prior to or after reporting 

System Type 
• There were no notable differences in operating effi

ciencies between a jury pool system and a non-jury 
pool system in the study courts 

• The jury pool systems in the project could increase 
their operating efficiency by intensifying and con
solidating trial starts at the beginning of the week 

Juror Usage 
Call-In 
• The test courts have developed accurate mechanisms 

for projecting jurors needed, within the context of 
their current operating procedures 

• During the first three months of study, all courts 
called excessive numbers of persons to the court
house for jury trial activity 

• Through monitoring trial requirements, several 
courts were able to reduce the number of persons 
coming to the courthouse 

• By using telephone call-in devices, Hernando, Brow
ard, Lake and Marion counties were able to place 
significant numbers of jurors on stand by' status and 
notify them not to report 

Panel Size 
• Panels of potential jurors, sent to the courtroom 

were excessively large in most of the project courts 
• The use of multiple voir dire, or striking all juries for 

the week on the initial day of service was a very 
effective means of reducingjury panel or pool size 

Time Factors 
• Idle time which a panel spends in a courtroom, was 

greater in non-pool courts, than in pool courts 
• Voir dire and trial lengths were similar in all courts 

Overall Usage Efficiency 
• Each test court reduced the average number of 

people brought into the courthouse per trial subse
quent to institution of changes proposed in the study 

Post Service Juror Attitudes and Information 

• The majority of persons sampled in the study rated 
the following factors as "good": 
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- initial orientation 
- treatment by court personnel 
- physical safety 
- parking facilities 

and as "adequate" or "poor": 
- eating facilities 
- scheduling of time 

• Only 7% of the persons sampled in the study had 
unfavorable impressions of jury service 

• On the average, only 18% of the persons sampled in 
the study lost income as a result of jury service, 
while 82% did not 

• The overall average length of actual service on jury 
duty was 3 days 
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Jury System Costs 

• Five of the study participants significantly reduced 
their juror per diem costs per trial 

• The use of multiple voir dire was an effective means 
of reducing juror costs 

• The use of telephone call-in devices to notify jurors 
not to report for service if unneeded, was an effective 
means of reducing juror costs 

• The use of one-step summoning will reduce the jury 
system operating costs to the local jurisdiction 

• The use of first class mail to distribute summons, as 
opposed to certified mail, will reduce the operating 
costs of jury systems to the local community 
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Discussion of Findings 

Each of the major activities in the operation of a jury 
system was monitored in the project courts during the 
study period. Those activities included the selection pro
cess; qualifying/summoning; usage; compensation; and 
juror perceptions of their service. 

Several important components of these activities, such as 
adequacy of source list or case scheduling, were not ad
dressed in the study due to statutory constraints, or as a 
result of being defined as beyond the delineated scope of 
research. It is anticipated that these topics will be studied 
in future jury projects. 

Described below 'ire the findings of the project in the 
order in which they occur in the functioning of a jury 
system. Each discussion has a brief section devoted to 
the principle behind the existence of that activity. It is 
assumed that the readership is familiar with these opera
tional principles, and therefore does not require elabora
tion on the theory of the necessity of these steps. 

Juror Selection 

The random selection of a set of citizens who are iden
tified as potential candidates for jury service is the first 
activity in the jury system administrative process. 

Florida Statutes, Chapter 40, Jurors and Jury Lists, is the 
statutory directive guiding this selection. The statute 
dictates that: 

"40.01 Qualifications and disqualifications of 
jurors.-

(1) Grand and petit jurors shall be taken from the 
male and female persons at least 18 years of age, who 
are citizens of this state and who have resided in this 
state for 1 year and in their respective counties for 6 
months, and who are fully qualified electors of their 
respective counties ... " 

The purpose of the random selection is to provide an 
equal chance of jury service to a representative cross 
section of persons from the local community. Ideally, the 

characteristics of the persons selected to be on the master 
list should reflect the characteristics of the population of 
the community as a whole. 

The scope of the jury procedures study did not include an 
assessment of the adequacy of the mandated voter's reg
istration list for providing a cross section of community 
population characteristics. However, as a result of the 
distribution of juror exit questionnaires to persons serving 
on jury duty during the months of September, 1978 and 
February, 1979, several interesting juror characteristics 
were observed (see Appendix C for the questionnaire re
sponses). 

One premise of effective and efficient juror management 
theory is the concept of bringing into the court for service 
as many persons as possible from a community so that an 
adequate cross section of the population may be obtained. 
The study indicated that overall, only 28% of persons 
serving on jury duty during the sampling periods had pre
viously served, while the remaining majority of 72% had 
never experienced jury service. 

Palm Beach County had the smallest average percentage 
(13%) of persons having previously served on jury duty. 

The age of persons serving on jury duty was monitored 
during the study. The resulting data indicated that con
sistently during the two sample periods individuals under 
the age of 25 were substantially under-represente.d when 
compared to older age groups. On the average, the most 
represented age categories were the 55 years and older 
groups. 

Males and females appear to be equally represented in 
jury service in all of the counties. Palm Beach had the 
largest variation between sexes, with an average of 63% 
females and 37% males serving. 

Data was not collected on ethnic characteristics. 

As a result of the age distributions which were observed 
in the sampling period, it is apparent that a study of the 
source list utilized in Florida is warranted. Such a study 
should include the assessment of ethnic representation. 

TABLE 3 

Alachua 

yes no 

Sept. '78 30 70 

Feb. '79 20 80 

AVERAGE YES 

*No data available 

Persons Previously Serving on Jury Duty 
(in percent) 

Broward Escambia Hernando Lake 

yes no yes no yes no yes no 

26 74 28 72 50 50 37 63 

26 74 31 69 * * 
28 NO 72 
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Marion 

yes no 

32 68 

30 70 

Palm Beach 

yes no 

14 86 

12 88 



TABLE 4 

Juror Age Distribution 
(in percent) 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach Average 

Sept Feb Sept Feb Sept Feb Sept Feb Sept Feb Sept Feb Sept Feb Sept Feb 

18-20 2 5 I 4 3 6 0 * 7 * 3 5 0 3 2 5 

21-24 5 II 5 4 II 12 0 0 2 3 2 5 3 7 

25-34 16 22 II 9 13 15 1 0 18 13 15 15 11 15 

35-44 27 21 13 14 17 14 1 7 17 10 32 19 16 16 

45-54 26 17 16 15 23 24 7 13 12 28 23 19 17 21 

55-64 14 15 27 28 22 19 32 33 25 26 16 21 24 22 

65+ 10 9 27 26 12 10 59 40 23 15 14 18 27 14 

* No data available. 

TABLES 

Juror Sex Characteristics 
(in percent) 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach. 

M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 

Sept. '78 55 45 44 56 43 57 66 34 56 44 42 58 34 00 

Feb. '79 57 43 44 56 41 59 * * 51 49 41 00 

AVERAGE MALE: 48 FEMALE: 52 

* No data available. 

Qualification/ Summoning 

Once a set of persons has been identified as potential 
candidates for jury service, the second major activity in 
the administration of a jury system must occur: the 
qualifying and summoning of random subsets of those 
persons on the master list to report to the courthouse for 
service. 

As indicated in the description of a typical Florida jury 
system, there are two ways of undertaking the qualifica
tion and summoning of potential jurors: 

• A two-step process which consists of the pre-deter
mination of the qualifications of persons on the mas
ter list by requiring the completion of a question
naire, and subsequent random selection of the quali
fied individuals for summoning. 

• A single-step process whereby individuals are simply 
randomly selected for summoning from the master 
list. These persons are reviewed relative to quali
fication for jury service subsequent to receiving their 
summons. This review may take place by the com
pletion of a questionnaire contained in the summons, 
or after reporting. 

Both of the above methods were in use by the study 
participants. Alachua, Hernando, Lake and Marion 
counties utilized the two-step process. Broward, Es
cambia and Palm Beach used the one-step procedure. 
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Qualifications, disqualifications and exemptions of per
sons from jury service are delineated in Florida Statutes, 
Chapter 40. They are: 

"40.01 (1) ... expectant mothers and mothers 
with children under 15 years of age, upon their re
quest, shall be exempted from grand and petit jury 
duty. 

(2) No person who shall have been convicted of 
bribery, forgery, peIjury, or larceny within this state 
or under the laws of any other state, government or 
country, or who shall have been convicted within this 
state of a felony, or under the laws of any other state, 
government or country of a crime 'which, if com
mitted within this state, would be a felony, shall be 
qualified to serve as a juror unless restored to civil 
rights. 

(3) In the selection of jury lists only such persons 
as the selecting officers know, or have reason to be
lieve, are law-abiding citizens of approved integrity, 
good character, sound judgment and intelligence, and 
who are not physically or mentally infirm, shall be 
selected for jury duty. . ." 

"40.07 Persons disqualified.-
(1) BY CRIME.-No person who is under prose

cution for any crime, or who shall have been con
victed in this state or any federal court, or any other 
state, territory, or country, of bribery, forgery, per
jury, larceny, or any other offense that is a felony in 
this state or which if it had been committed in this 



state would be a felony, unless restored to civil 
rights, shall be qualified to serve as a juror. 

(2) BY OFFICIAL POSITION.-Neither the 
governor, nor his cabinet officers, nor any sheriff or 
his deputy, municipal polke officer, property ap
praiser, collector of revenue, county treasurer, clerk 
of court, judge, county comnllssioner, or United 
States official shall be qualified to be a juror. 

(3) BY INFIRMITY.-No person not of sound 
mind and discretion shall be qualified to be a juror. 

(4) BY INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT MAT
TER OF THE CAUSE.-No person interested in 
any issue to be tried therein shall'be a juror in any 
cause; but no person shall be disqualified from sitting 
in the trial of any suit in which the state or any 
county or municipal corporation is a party by reason 
of the fact that such person is a resident or taxpayer 
within the state, or such county or municipal corpo
ration. " 

The obvious purpose of the qualification/summoning pro
cess is to bring an adequate number of qualified citizens 
to a court to enable that court to perform its jury trial 
activities. A court wishes to obtain the highest percentage 
of persons as possible to serve as potential jurors from its 
qualification and summoning functions. 

The percentage of persons who re.port for service, or 
"yield" of potential jurors from the qualification/sum
moning process, is one means of measuring the effective
ness of a court's call-in process. As stated in the descrip
tion of the methodology, for those courts which use a 
two-step procedure, yield is measured at both qualifica
tion and summoning phases and combined to produce an 
overall picture of the functions. In courts which use the 
one-step process, yield is measured relative to summon
ing. 

Yields are affected by numerous factors. Since both 
qualification and summoning occur through the use of 
mailed notices, each process is subject to the ability of 
the items to be delivered to the recipient. Qualification 
yields are also subject to the return rates of the question
naires. 

Once qualification questionnaires have been returned for 
screening, those individuals may be disqualified, ex
empted or excused from service. The percent of persons 
that remains subsequent to undeliverables, non re
sponses, disqualifications, exemptions and excusals is the 
qualification yield. 

Summoning yield, in addition to delivery rates, is subject 
to influences of no-show for service. rates, disqualifi
cations, exemptions, excusals and postponements. 

Each court, through its exemption, excusal and post
ponement policies, has tremendous control over its over
all yield\}. This control ha~ been observed in other jury 
researc;h cmd was substantiated during the project period. 

Yields were calculated for each of the participant coun
ties during the study. Those average yields and significant 
components are shown in Table 6. A breakdown of the 
figures by summoning period is included in Appendix D. 
Qualification yields ate summarized, since the qualifi
cation activities took place prior to the initiation of the 
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project. Each county maintained records on the qualifi
cation yield, but not its comp~'';lent rates. 

Court 

Alachua 

Broward 

Escambia 

Hernando 

Lake 

Marion 

Palm Beach 

TABLE 6 

A verage Yield Experience 
(in percent) 

Summoning 

"1: 

"1: 
Qj 

"al ;;: 
"1: ;;: 

"1: 
C.I) "al 

"1: C ;;: "1: <I> "1: .s: 
E ~ <I> 

<I> <I> C 
!5 .; 0 "1: 0 0 -a -a .c = Q. E 

"'" ;:; rn ;:; - E <I> = c 0 >0: til ... 
01 ;;;I Z ""-l 0 = 0 Q.. rn 

70 9 17 13 12 48 34 

- 9 14 33 5* 36 36 

- 14 6 39 - 41 41 

53 10 9 35 2* 46 24 

42 7 25 31 - 57 24 

36 3 6 26 7 58 21 

- 29 4 17 17 45 45 

* Beg?n granting postponements in January, 1979 

Method of 
Summons 
Delivery 

I st class mail 

I st class mail 

I st class mail 

I st class mail 

1st class mail 

I st class mail 

certified mail 

It is apparent from the above statistics that those Florida 
courts which utilized the one-step process, summoning 
directly froip the master list without prequalification, had 
equal or higher overall yields of qualified jurors. This 
correlates to findings of research in non-Florida juris
dictions which indicated that there were no significant 
differences in overall yields of persons for service by 
qualifying prior to summoning. 

It was stated that courts, by their excusal, exemption and 
postponement policies, have great latitude over their 
overall yields. This was reflected by the yield statistics 
observed in the participant courts. It was determined that 
the judicious use of excuses, exemptions and postpoQe
ments acted in a positive manner upon summoning and 
overall yields. Alachua and Palm Beach counties had 
strict excuse policies for persons seeking to avoid jury 
service. However, they had lenient postponement poli
cies. The net affect of these policies, as shown in Table 6, 
was to reduce the percent of persons excluded, and to 
increase those persons postponed, relative to the other 
participant courts. This ultimately increased overall yield 
by having a higher percentage of persons report for ser
vice than were anticipated through the summoning pro
cess. This procedure benefited both the court and citizen 
by enabling the court to have adequate numbers of per
sons available to serve on jury duty and allowing in
dividuals additional time to prepare for their service 
period (Note: In both counties, the court determines the 
date to which an individual will be postponed to insure 
that legal conflicts do not arise). 

An interesting factor which was indicated by the yield 
statistics was that the use of certified mail for summons 



distribution does not produce a substantially higher sum
moning yield than oth.er methods. The Palm Beach court 
utilized certified mail for a four week period in November 
and December, 1978. Table 7 is a comparison of the yield 
characteristics which were observed. 

TABLE 7 

Palm Beach Yield Statistics 
Certified vs. First Class Mail 

~ ;:;; 
~ 

'C ." = <II ~ 1 <II 'a E = = = "CI = E' Type of '; .= = So Number of i r:I.l C3 til E 
Mail ~ ~ £ = Weeks ;;;J r:I.l 

1st Class 19 12 19 21 40 . 4 

Certified . 32 3 . 18 17 47 28 

The data indicates that: 
• There was a significant increase in the percent of 

persons that did not bother to show up at the court in 
response to a 1st class summons 

• The percentage of summons which were unclaimed 
was significantly reduced with the use of 1st class 
mail 

• The summoning yields were comparable (40% with 
11rst class mail and 47% with certified mail) 

In order to further analyze the difference between 
methods of summons delivery, the Palm Beach yield data 
was plotted on yield control chart. This chart is 
shown below. 

66.0 

63.0 

60,0 

57.0 
Upper Control Limit . 

P + 3SD = 54.0% 

Upper Warning Limit 
P + 2SD = 51.0% 

P+ SD= 48.0% 

Average Yield 
P= 45.0% 

p- SD= 42.0% 

Lower Warning Limit 
p - 2SD = 39.0% 

Lower Control Limit 
P - 3SD = 36.0% 

33.0% 
Date 

In only one instance was a yield with first class mail less 
than two standard deviations from their average yield, or 
what should have been acceptable to the court. It is ap
parent from the chart that certified mail in the initial 
portions of the study produced a high. but very erratic 
yield, The one instance when first class mail produced a 
low yield was the week before Christmas. It is possible 

. that any method of delivery of summons may have pro
duced a low yield during that period. This is evident from 
the subsequent yield at the first of the year. 

Once again these results reflect those which have been 
observed in similar jury studies. No difference has been 
between response rates in courts using certified mail and 
in courts using regular mail. Likewise, problems have 
been noted with delivery of certified summons, due to 
postage procedures or reluctance of the recipient to ac
cept the summons. 

Juror Service 
~ 

The most difficult phase of jury system administration 
takes place once citizens have reported to the courthouse 
for service. Effectively and efficiently using juror time 
within the parameters of our legal system creates prob
lems which are not easily remedied. 

Mter persons report for service there are five activities 
which may occur: 

• Initially citizens are enrolled for service and given 
some type of orientation regarding various concepts 
of jury duty 

• Panels of potential jurors are selected and sent to 
courtrooms for use in voit dires 

• Potential jurors undergo voir dire, where jurors are 
selected for trials 

~ Period of 1st Qass Mail Usage 
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• Those persons not used or who have been challenged 
in voir dire are either dismissed from service, dis
missed for the day, or returned to some central 
location for future use 

• Subsequent to service, alljurors are dismissed 

Each of these activities requires the presence of persons 
to be used in jury service. As a result, each activity can 
be monitored and analyzed relative to its operating effi
ciency and effectiyeness. 

Enrollment and Orientation for Jury Service 

The typical enrollment procedure in the test courts con
sisted of the clerk, or jury manager calling roll to deter
mine those persons who had reported for jury service. At 
times, this was in excess of 200 names. Either prior to, or 
immediately after roll call, a judge of the particular court 
would question the individuals regarding their qualifica
tions. Broward County differed slightly from this roll call 
procedure by calling juror numbers which were printed on 
a reporting card included in the summons. 

Mter roll call and qualification, either the judge, clerk of 
court, or jury manager would give a brief oral orientation. 
This usually consisted of a description of what the per
sons may expect during the service period; the available 
facilities; parking arrangements and a description of eat
ing facilities nearby. 

At the inception of the project none of the courts, except 
Broward County, provided information to jurors, either 
prior to reporting or at reporting. Alachua County had at 
one time distributed handbooks to give potentiai jurors 
insights into their roles in jury trials. Broward County 
included a brief information sheet within their summons 
telling potential jurors where to park, information on 
dress, etc. 

H was apparent that since the majority of persons had 
never previously served on jury duty, each of the courts 
could have benefited from some method of providing in
formation to prospective jurors. Initially, three courts 
(Hernando, Lake and Marion) reprinted their summons 
with an information sheet on the back (See Appendix E 
for an example). As the study continued, Alachua, Es
cambia, Hernando, Lake and Marion Counties, in their 
decision to further computerize their jury operations, 
developed information sheets to be included in their com
puter summons packages. 

Perhaps the most ambitious attempt to provide jurors 
with information on their service was undertaken by 
Broward County. The Broward court wished to construct 
either an audio-visual juror orientation presentation or a 
standardized speech format for persons delivering juror 
orientations. After reviewing a slide presentation for juror 
orientation developed for Wayne County, Michigan, and 
subsequent modifications by several Maryland counties, 
Broward decided to develop a similar slide show. Work
ing through two local universities (Florida International 
and Florida Atlantic), a narrative and set of slides specific 
to Florida and the Broward court was developed. The 
show has not, at this time, been utilized. It is anticipated 
that the orientation show will be reviewed by the Brow
ard Judges, Bar Association, States Attorney and ~blic 
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Defender, prior to its use in the jury assembly room. It is 
also anticipated that the slide show, in its final form, will 
be the basis for the development of similiar shows in 
other Florida courts. (see Appendix F for the narrative of 
the slide show) . 

System Type 

There were two basic types of jury systems in use in the 
study sites: jury pools, and summoning directly to a 
courtroom. 

A jury pool is a collection of potential jurors reporting to 
a central location for random assignment, as needed, to 
panels. Persons who are not used or challenged during 
voir dire are returned to the pool to wait for further panel 
requirements. Three of the study courts used ajury pool, 
as defined above: Broward, Escambia and Palm Beach 
counties. 

In the remaining courts, jurors were summoned to a spe
cific court or courtroom. These individuals were shan.~d 
with other judges if trial requirements dictated. Normally, 
such persons were dismissed once they were no longer 
needed by that specific court. 

System Efficiency 
No noticeable variation in operating efficiency was noted 
as a result of the. type of jury system in use. In Florida, a 
jury pool system is usually utilized in courts which have a 
larger number of jury tria:ls. The summoning of jurors to a 
specific court or courtroom usually takes place in smaller 
jurisdictions. This was the situation in the project courts. 
Broward, Escambia and Palm Beach were the largest 
courts. The remainder of the counties had relatively 
smaller case loads. 
The three jury pool systems were monitored as to their 
efficiency in September, October and November, 1978, 
by the Center for Jury Studies, consultants to the project. 
Their findings regarding the jury pool operating effi
ciencies were universal among the counties. Summarized, 
the consultants found that the pools operated most effi
ciently on those days when there were larger numbers of, 
panel calls. This is indicated in Tables 8, 9 and 10. 

TABLE 8 
Broward County 

Percent of Pool Sent to Voir Dire 
Number of Average % of 
Panel Calls Number of . Morning Pool 

Per Day Days Sent Out 

0 8 0% 
1 9 47% 
2 6 57% 
3 7 108% 
4 5 98% 
5 6 124% 
6 3 133% 
7 3 167% 
8,9 4 132% 
9,10,11 9 131% 
12,14 2 165% 



TABLE 9 

Escambia County 
Percent of Pool Sent to Voir Dire 

Number of 
Tria) Starts 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Number of 
Days 

6 
16 
12 
6 
3 
1 

TABLE 10 

Palm Beach County 

Average % 
Sent Out 

0% 
68% 

102% 
148% 
211% 
275% 

Percent of Morning Pool Sent to Voir Dire 

Number of Average % of 
Panel Calls Number of Morning Pool 

Per Day Days Sent Out 

0 2 0% 
1 10 44% 
2 8 89% 
3 10 102% 
4 6 95% 
5 2 106% 
6 2 131% 
7 5 153% 
8 2 110% 

Their conclusions were that by intensifying the number of 
panel calls, and therefore trial starts per day, at the be
ginning of the week, the pools could be eliminated during 
the latter days of the week. This would ultimately im
prove their operating efficiencies. 

These suggestions fall within the realm of case sched
uling. This topic was intentionally not included in the 
scope of the effort due to the complexity of the subject. 
However, it is anticipated that any further investigation 
into the jury management area will require the addressing 
of case scheduling. 

Juror Usage 
After potential jurors have reported and are enrolled, a 
court is confronted with the problem of utilizing those 
persons for trial activities. The degree to which the study 
courts were effectively and efficiently using their poten
tial jurors was analyzed relative to several of the rules of 
good juror usage expounded in the LEAA publication" A 
Guide to Juror Usage." These rules are: 

(1)1 Do not overcall jurors to the courthouse 
(2) Adapt panel sizes to jurors needed 
(3) Do not call panels prematurely or unnecessarily 
(4) Make special arrangements for exceptionally large 

panels 
(5) Dismiss and excuse jurors whenever possible 

Juror Call-In 
A fundamental factor in juror utilization management 
theory is an accurate assessment and determination of the 
number of persons to have in the courthouse for jury trial 
needs. Having more persons than is necessary is indica
tive of inefficient system management. 

An initial indicator of the degree to which a court has 
developed an accurate mechanism for determining overall 
juror requirements relative to their existing operating pro
cedures is the relationship between the percentage of per
sons who experience voir dire and the percentage of per
sons not utilized. These items were sampled in September 
and February during the project. The results are shown in 
Table II. 

The data indicates that except for Marion County in 
September and Alachua County in February, the courts 
have generally developed accurate projection techniques 
for bringing in a sufficient number of persons for service. 

Although the study courts have learned their jury re
quirements, these requirements have been based upon the 
assumption that their typical operating procedures were 
performed in an efficient manner. To initially determine if 
their juror usage was in an efficient manner, a review of 
the percentage of jurors selected for trial from those who 
were available to serve was performed. That percent for 
each sample month is delineated in Table 12. 

TABLE 11 

Juror Usage 
(in percent) 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach 

Sept Feb Sept Feb ~ept Feh Sept Feb Sept Feb Sept Feb Sept Feb 
% who experience 93 89 99 99 93 97 92 100 77 100 99 100 

voir dire 

% not utilized 7 11 1 1 7 3 8 0 23 0 1 0 
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TABLE 12 

Persons Selected for Trials 
(in percent) 

% selected for 
trial 

Alachua 

Sept Feb 

30 38 

Broward 

Sept Feb 

72 65 

Escambia 

Sept Feb 

60 66 

One objective of good juror usage is to use each person at 
least once each day he is called. The majority of the 
counties had surplus individuals available in the court
house. This indicates that these counties were overcalling 
jurors to serve during that month. 

As a result of the interim analysis in December and 
January, all counties were urged to reduce the number of 
persons reporting for service. Marion and Palm Beach 
Counties were able to reduce the number summoned re
lative to their respective jury trial case loads. This re
sulted in a greater percentage of people selected for trial 
service. Broward, Hernando, Lake and Marion installed 
telephone call-in devices to notify jurors not to report to 
service, which resulted in 339 persons being told not to 
report for duties in December and January. 

The use of stand by jurors to be notified for service 
through a telephone call-in device, was a very successful 
aspect of the study. 

As previously stated, calling potential jurors and not 
using them can place unusual demands upon a jury sys
tem. Yet it was a common occurrence among the study 
courts. 

Often in the smaller courts persons are summoned for an 
anticipated trial, and that trial does not occur. Last min-

Hernando 

Sept Feb 

33 

Lake 

Sept Feb 

94 

Marion 

Sept Feb 

38 97 

Palm Beach 

Sept Feb 

50 78 

ute settlements, pleas and continuances are inherent in 
our form of jurisprudence. They are very often unavoid
able. However their impact upon jury system operating 
efficiency and costs is devastating. 

Florida Statutes, Chapter 40, allows a court to place indi
viduals who have been called for jury duty to be on one 
hour's notice to report to the courthouse when needed. 
Several of the study participants utilized this element of 
the statute to install and operate a jury telephone call-in 
device. 

Between December and April, all seven counties had in
stalled such a device. The counties would require poten
tial jurors to either call-in prior to their initial reporting 
date or at different times during their service period. 
When reaching the device the potential jurors would hear 
a recorded message telling them whether or not to report 
for service. Broward County used it to trim their pool 
during the week, particularly on Fridays. 

Overall, the use of the telephone call-in devices was ex
tremely successful. The total number of persons told not 
to report for service is shown in Table 13. 

A total of 1,649 were told between December and May 
not to report for service as a result ofthis procedure. 

TABLE 13 

Number Of Persons Not Reporting For Service 
As A Result Of Telephone Call-in Devices 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach 

September 
October 
November 
December 62 
January 42 115 99 21 
February 35 97 99 47 
March 76 88 10 29 
April 66 72 36 67 
May 123 34 254 85 88 

TOTAL 404 406 498 253 88 
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Panel Sizes upon juror efficiency by requiring excessive numbers of 
individuals to be available to the court. This creates the 

In either a pool system or non-pool system, the panel necessity to overcall persons to the courthouse for ser-
from which a jury is drawn must be of sufficient size to vice. 
provide a jury and alternates; an adequate number for 

In order to reach and maintain a high degree of juror peremptory challenges; and an adequate number for 
challenges for cause. utilization efficiency, it is desirable to restrict the size of 

the juror safety margin. One standard which has been 
Those individuals included in a panel who are not sworn proposed is that the average panel size should be large 
or challenged represent an excess number of potential enough to satisfy 95% of the trial needs. This likewise, 
jurors available to a court for voir dire. This excess is would require an occasional wait by a court for jurors. 
usually pre'sent to insure a safety margin of potential ju-
rors for examination and selection. Panel sizes were monitored in project courts during the 

A major factor in juror utilization efficiency theory is the 
study period. Average panel sizes are shown in Table 14. 

idea of carefully determining the value of the safety mar- The average number of persons not reached per panel 
gin. A large margin, or number of persons who are "not was also monitored during the project. These values are 
reached" or used in a panel produces negative effects indicated in Table 15. 

TABLE 14 

A verage Panel Size 
(by 6 and 12 person trials) 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach 

6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 

September 35 85 23 20 38 20 23 21 36 

October 28 20 22 30 18 72 26 23 45 

November 29 20 36 21 32 27 18 26 21 32 

I December 14 19 50 19 44 18 90 22 38 20 40 

January 27 36 22 40 22 '39 19 33 21 37 

February 14 20 45 22 57 29 18 20 43 18 36 

March 39 20 50 22 77 15 20 22 32 20 

April 29 20 25 30 19 30 

AVERAGE 27 61 ~1 44 22 48 27 39 19 81 25 38 20 35 

TABLE 15 

Average Number of Persons 
Not Reached (Needed) Per Panel 

(by 6 and 12 person trials) 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach 

6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 

September 22 51 8 7 30 9 13 8 10 

October 18 10 9 9 8 45 13 9 10 

November 17 7 10 9 0 13 10 17 9 13 

December 7 6 1 6 9 30 13 17 8 16 

January 23 12 7 13 13 17 8 10 9 15 
February 21 7 20 8 22 19 9 11 22 6 13 

March 13 7 5 6 45 12 11 11 2 8 

April 14 10 10 22 7 8 

AVERAGE 17 32 8 10 9 19 19 17 9 38 14 13 8 12 
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It is evident that several of the jurisdictions did, in fact, 
provide excessively large safety margins of potential 
jurors in their panels. 

It is interesting .to note that if the 95% criteria had been 
applied to panel sizes during the study period, the fol
lowing average panel sizes would have been sufficient to 
meet 95% of the 6-person trial requirements and 100% of 
the 12-person trial requirements. 

In Hernando County only five trials took place during the 
project. A panel size of 22 would have been adequate for 
all of these trials. Lake County had 19 6-person trials 
during the study. A panel size of 15 would have satisfied 
100% of those trials. 

Although the above data indicates that excessively large
panels were used in the study sites, it is hard to visualize 
the degree to which this practice occurred. A better grasp 
of the impact of this practice can be obtained by viewing 
Figures 1-7. These charts compare the number of jurors 
provided to the courts for use in voir dire versus the 
number actually needed for examination. The diagonal 
line through each graph represents the point at which all 
members of the panel furnished to the court are used in 
voir dire. A jury system can be said to have efficient 
utilization if all points cluster around that diagonal. This 
would indicate that a majority of jurors sent to the court
room are used in examination. Points which are a con
siderable distance below the diagonal line indicate that a 
large number of jurors are not reached (or needed). 

These figures reinforce the contention that the counties in 
the study tend to provide panels to their courts which 
contain more persons than are required for voir dire. This 
in turn mandates that these counties summon and have 

available larger numbers of potential jurors than are actu
ally necessary to meet trial needs. The ultimate result of 
these policies is to increase juror per diem costs. 

One means of panel usage, multiple voir dire, was very 
successful in Alachua in improving juror utilization effi
ciency. 

At the beginning of the project it was observed that in 
two jurisdictions, judges often used a method of voire dire 
whereby all juries are selected for a trial week on one 
day, or multiple voir dire. This method differs considera
bly from the standard schedule for voir dire. Normally, 
voir dire is held immediately prior to the trial start. If 
trials are scheduled Monday through Friday, potential 
juries are normally present on each of these days to fulfIll 
voir dire requirements. ' 

In the mUltiple voir dire procedure,all juries are usually 
picked for the trial week on the first day of the week. 
Those persons not picked for a jury are dismissed. The 
persons selected for juries report on their respective trial 
dates. As a result, the number of persons required to 
report during that week is much smaller than those weeks 
in which the entire venire report each day for voir dire. 

Beginning in December, portions of the Alachua court 
began using the multiple voir dire procedure. This in
volved scheduling all voir dires on Monday, calling a 
sufficient number of potential jurors to meet all voir dire 
requirements, selecting all of the weeks' jurors on that 
Monday, dismissing the remaining jurors and requiring 
those persons selected for juries to report on their trial 
date. This relieved the court of the necessity of having a 
large number of persons on hand for trial needs through
out the week. 

TABLE 16 

Panel Sizes Required to Meet ~1}5% of 6·Person 
and 100% of 12·Person Voir Dire Needs 

Alachua Broward Escarnbia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach 

6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 

September 25 44 24 8 11 18 18 67 

October 20 18 21 15 25 16 25 49 

November 19 25 29 20 32 20 8 13 20 35 

December 22 23 49 21 12 60 13 21 21 40 

January 24 36 26 27 22 22 8 13 21 31 

February 36 20 30 21 36 10 10 12 21 21 24 

March 20 20 45 23 36 12 12 13 30 20 

April 28 20 26 13 20 26 

AVERAGE 24 40 22 36 22 31 14 11 43 14 24 21 39 
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TABLE 17 

Average Jury System Time Factors 
September 1978 - January 197~1 

Alachua Broward Escambia 

Pool Response nla 17 min 13 min 
Time 

Idle Panel in 52 min 17 min 9 min 
Courtroom 

Voir Dire 2 hr 2 hr Ihr 
Length 

Trial Length 2 days 2 days 1 day 

For example, in December, two judges used multiple voir 
dire to select juries. Judge Chester B. Chance had 49 
jurors available to county court, and selected 7 juries 
from these individuals. Judge Emory J. Cross had 48 per
sons available and selected 4 juries. The net effect of 
these practices was to reduce the number of people 
brought in for trial in the Alachua court during the project 
period. 

Time Factors 
The degree to which a jury system is responsive to the 
court's and to citizen's time is a significant element of 
system administration. Four time factors were monitored 
between September and January in the study: 

• Jury Pool Response time-or the length of time re
quired to get a panel of jurors to the courtroom. 

• Idle Panel in Courtroom-or the length of time it 
takes the court to begin voir dire once a panel is 
present. 

• Voir dire length 
• Triallength 

Only the idle panel in courtroom time factor differed sig
nificantly between pool and non-pool systems. This time 
factor was much longer for non-pool systems. This is 
attributable to the pre-voir dire trial activities that occur 
which a panel of jurors from a pool system are not re
quired to witness. Once trial activities begin, all courts 
experience comparable time utilization. 

Overall Usage Efficiency 
The overall efficiency of juror utilization is a function of 
all the factors previously mentioned. Several measures 
have been developed which indicate overall efficiency. 

22 

Hernando lr...ake Marion Palm Beach 

nla nla nla 9 min 

95 min 32 min 39 min 11 min 

1 hr 2 hr 2 hr 2 hr 

1 day 2 days 2 days 3 days 

One of these measures, the People Brought In Index, was 
calculated monthly for the study courts. 

The People Brought In Index (PBI) compares the number 
of juror days served, minus the number of juror days in 
continuing voir dires and trials to the number of jury 
trials, or: 

PBI Juror Days Served-Juror Days on Continuing 
Voir Dires or Trials 

Number of Jury Trials 

Since it excludes those jurors serving in extended voir 
dire or trials, it is essentially independent of trial length. 

(Note: For thi.5 study, a jury trial was defined as any 
instance where voir dire began.) Since the Index is in
dependent of trial length, it allows cross jurisdictional 
comparison without an inherent bias. For instance, Palm 
Beach has an average trial length of 3 days, one day 
longer than most of the courts. By using PBI, Palm 
Beach is not handicapped in the analysis by trial length. 

The concept behind the PBI Index is that a court should 
attempt to determine juror needs based upon an analysis 
of all relevant factors. Consequently, the number of 
jurors used should reflect actual trial needs. This index 
reflects the efficiency with which those jurors not already 
assigned to trials are utilized. 

The PBI values for the project courts are indicated in 
Table 18. 



TABLE 18 

Average Number of PEOPLE BROUGHT IN (PBI) per Trial 
Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Boeach 

September 48 22 21 38 51 44 27 

October 30 32 37 * 36 24 23 

November 29 21 22 27 18 26 23 

December 17 29 41 * 36 26 36 

January 20 10 11 39 19 47 23 

February 22 24 24 29 21 17 15 

March 20 30 34 15 20 24 21 

April 20 25 39 * * 33 19 

AVERAGE 26 24 29 30 29 ,30 23 

*No trials for month 

TABLE 19 

Average Number of People Brought In (PBI) 
Per Trial Prior to Modification and After Modification 

Alachua Broward Escambia I Prior to Change 36 25 27 

20 24 30 After Change 

On the average, the Alachua, Broward and Palm Beach 
courts brought in less people to strike a jury than the 
other courts. It is interesting to note that the smaller 
courts, particularly Alachua, Hernando and Lake Coun
ti~s significantly reduced the number of people brought 
into court, for trial needs, during the study period. 

A comparison of the average PBI values prior to and 
after the implementation of changes as a result of the 
study produces the following results: 

It is evident that all but Escambia County improved their 
index values, and therefore reduced the number of people 
brought in to serve. This is significant when it is realized 
that the PBI is a per trial rate. If a court has a large 
number of trials, then the total number of persons brought 
in will be less with a smaller PBI index value. 

For instance, during September, October and November, 
the average PBI in Alachua County was 36. During the 
following months of the project their average PBI was 20. 
Thirty-nine (39) trials occurred in the initial three months 
of the project. The court called in approximately 1404 
potential jurors (39 x 36 = 1404). During the remaining 
five months of the study there were 62 trial occurences, 
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Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach 

33 35 31 24 

28 24 29 23 

with a call-in of approximately 1240 people (20 x 62). 
Alachua conducted 37% more trials with 12% less jurors 
during the second phase of the study. Even more import
ant, if the Alachua courts had continued to call-in ap
proximately 36 people per trial during the last five months 
of the study, instead of using 2644 citizens, they would 
have used 3636 persons. Since that number was not 
needed, this would have been an obvious waste of juror 
time and juror costs. 

The reduction of the PBI in the counties can be attributed 
to the following changes to their systems: 

• Alachua County:-use of mUltiple voir dire 
• Broward County:-use of telephone call-in device; 

reduction in the number summoned 
• Hernando County:-use of telephone call-in device; 

reduction in the number summoned 
• Lake County:-use of telephone call-in device 
• Marion County:-use oftelephone call-in device 
• Palm Beach County:-reduction in the number 

summoned; reduction in panel sizes 



Post Service Juror Attitudes and Information 
Many of the problems which have been identified with 
jury system administration center around the inefficient 
use of juror time and the purported negative economic 
impact upon jurors when serving. 

As previously stated, in order to determine juror attitudes 
concerning their service, exit questionnaires were distri
buted to persons in the study courts during September, 
1978, and February, 1979 (see Appendix C for the in
dividual county responses and overall summaries). Much 
of the information which was obtained has been described 
in the selection portion of this analysis. Three items 
which have not been mentioned are the overall im
pression of jury service on the individuals surveyed; 
those areas which the individuals felt required improve
ment; and the loss of income as a result of jury service. 

The majority of persons serving on jury duty consistently 
rated initial orientation; treatment by court personnel; 
physical personal safety and parking facilities as being 
"good". Eating facilities and scheduling of time were 
consistently ra.ted as "adequate" or "poor". 

However, overall, after having served on jury duty, in
dividuals had favorable impressions of jv;y service. Only 
7% of the persons surveyed had • unfavorable im
pressions" of their service. This corre;ates to findings in 
other courts. Even though citizen time is not used effi-

ciently and effectively, persons still feel positively toward 
jury service. 

An important aspect of jury service discovered through 
the use of the exit questionnaires was the percentage of 
people who lost income as a result of this service. These 
figures are indicated in Table 20. 

This data indicates that the 'fast majority of individuals 
involved in the project did not lose income as a result of 
jury service. This is contrary to the impressions of many 
public officials. 

Jury System Costs 
The first question which usually arises when one is ad
dressing jury system improvemf;nts is "will it save 
money?" Due to the accounting procedures of the local 
participants, actual juror per diem expenditures and post
age costs were unavailable. However, these figures were 
extrapolated from the data which was gathered. Juror 
days served per month was multiplied by the per diem 
into $10.00 to determine monthly juror per diem ex
penditures. Postage costs, where examined, were calcu
lated by mUltiplying the ~espective rates times the number 
of items sent. 

The monthly juror per diem expenditures are indicated in 
Table 21. Juror per diem expenditures per trial, a value 
comparable among courts is shown in Table 22. 

TABLE 20 

Persons Losing Income as a Result of Jury Service 
(in percent) 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach 

yes no yes no yes no yes no yes no yes no yes no 

Sept'78 13 87 20 80 10 90 6 94 13 87 21 79 24 76 

Feb'79 18 82 24 76 15 85 * '* 21 79 25 75 

AVERAGE YES: 18% NO: 82% 

*No data available 

TABLE 21 

Monthly Juror Per Diem Expenditures 
(in dollars) 

I September 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach 

6,700 22,700 5,520 380 510 1,970 16,030 

October 4,710 21,300 8,180 * 1,770 2,870 10,332 

November 4,300 28,830 7,120 590 350 2,170 23,720 

December 3,720 19,310 7,410 * 3,180 1,910 12,640 

January 3,380 26,360 8,670 240 190 2,480 25,380 

February 4,730 27,090 11,140 290 700 2,040 18,020 

March 2,410 28,190 11,750 150 1,600 4,780 19,530 

April 3,270 15,000 9,530 * * 3,000 20,630 

* No trials for month 
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TABLE 22 

Juror Pe,t:" Diem Expenditures Per Trial 
(in dollars) 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach ... 
September 558 299 230 380 510 492 434 

October 337 387 409 * 590 318 369 

November 331 356 339 295 175 310 400 

December 233 293 412 * 636 477 360 

January 376 318 362 240 190 496 358 

February 316 339 310 290 334 255 262 

March 201 415 406 150 267 287 343 

April 252 386 415 * * 334 308 

* No trials for month 

TABLE 23 

Juror Per Diem Savings by Use of Telephone Call-in Devices 
(in dollars) 

Alachua Broward Escambia Hernando Lake Marion Palm Beach 

September 

October 

November 

December $ 620 

January $ 420 

February $ 350 

March $ 760 

April $ 660 

May $1,230 

TOTAL $4,040 

Table 22 shows that Alachua, Hernando, Lake, Marion 
and Palm Beach Counties reduced their per diem costs 
per trial by significant amounts. This was in line with 
improvements in their People Brought In index (PBI). 
Alachua's improvement was attributed to their use of 
mUltiple voir dires, while Palm Beach reduced the 
number summoned. The remaining courts utilized the 
telephone call-in device. Table 23 shows the per diem 
monies saved through the use of these devices. 

Not only can the telephone call-in device improve juror 
system efficiency, but it can significantly reduce juror per 
diem costs. 

In the disct;ssion of qualification/summoning, it was con
cluded that the one-step process produces an equal or 
better yield of potential jurors. This is extremely impor
tant to the local jurisdictions, since the distribution and 
screening of a large number of qualification question-

25 

$1,150 $ 990 $ 210 

$ 970 $ 990 $ 470 

$ 880 $ 100 $ 290 

$ 720 $ 360 $ 670 

$ 340 $2,540 $ 890 $880 

$4,060 $4,980 $2230 $880 

naires is extremely expensive. Although cost data was 
not available, these costs must be substantial, and the 
local jurisdiction bears the entirety of the expense. This 
analysis indicates that the necessity to incur this expense 
is questionable. If the overall yield of qualified, potential 
jurors is the same or better with a less expensive method, 
why perform the separate qualification step? 

Also in the discussion of qualification/summoning, it was 
shown that the use of first class mail produces yields 
comparable to certified mail. Perhaps the overriding fac
tor in the use of first class mail is the savings that can 
accrue to a local jurisdiction. Postage costs to Palm 
Beach County during the study period amounted to 
$10,885.95 (7623 summons @ $1.40 and 1425 @ $.15). If 
the court had used first class mail throughout the study 
period, postage costs would have been $1,357.20 (9048 
summons @ $.15), a savings of $9,528.75. It is very pos
sible that additional postage savings could have occurred 
through the use of special rate mails. 
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YIELD COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 

Number Number PerCllllt 
SUMMONING (Date ______ _ 

Number of Summons Sent ......................................... _----- 100% 

Less: 
Unclaimed .................... _-----
No Show ..................... i"""'==-===c; % 

Total Non-Response ..........• 1 I L ___ %:.:o...J1 

Disqualified •......•.•.....••.. ___ _ 

Exempt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... _____ _ 

Permanently Excused ............. _____ _ 

Postponed .................... ;=======; % 

Total Excluded ..............• 1 I 11--___ -.:..::%.....)1 

Total Jurors Serving ..................•.............•....... _____ _ 

................. v;,"'D 
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YIELD COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 

Number Number Pel'Clllt 
QUALIFICATION (D .. _____ _ 
(Use only if qualification is a IIBpIITBttJ step) 

Number of Questionnaires Sent ..........•...................•....... _____ _ 100% 

Less: 
Undeliverable •......•.......... _____ _ 

Not Retumed .............•.... ;====--====-="'i % 

Total Non-Response .....•..•.. 1 I .... 1 ____ ....;%""-' 

Disqualified .......•..........• ______ % 

Exempt ..•.......•........... _____ _ % 

Excused ....•.•....•....•.•... r==""""==-===; % 

Total Excluded .•..•.•..•..... 1 II I-___ -'-'%'-'1 
Total Qualified .....•.....................•............... _____ _ 

Qualification ProeMs Yield 

SUMM<i'~ING (Date _____ _ 

Numt. .;.r of Summons Sent .....•................................... _____ _ 100% 

Less: 
Unclaimed ................•... _____ _ 

No Show ...•................. ;========-..... 0:; % 

Total Non-Response ..•........ 1 1 .... 1 _____ % ...... 1 

Disqualified ..•................ _____ _ 

Exempt ...................... ___ ~ __ 

Permanently Excused ............. _____ _ 

Postponed .................... ;=======; % 

Total Excluded ............... 1 I 11--___ --"'%-'1 
Total Jurors Serving ••..•.••••.•.••..•.••.•.•••...•.•....... ------

Summoning Procns Yield 

OVERALL YIELD: 

Qualification Proceu Yield 
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DAILY JURY POOL STATUS AND TRANSAcnONS 

Date: ___________ _ 

Running Tob1ls With 
Adjustments for Each Transaction 

Tune Case No. Judge Tra.tl.ShCtion 
No. in 

Transaction No. in 
No. in 

Voir Dire 
Total in 

Pool 
& Trial Sc:nice 

. 

-- -- Status at morning rtartup --
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Number _______ _ 

JtJRY PA1\EL UTlLIZAnON DATA FOPJd 

Q...~ Nu.rn'ber -----------------------
Jud.:,.-.e _______________ _ 

EYEh'TS: 

• Venire arrived in courtroom 

• Voir dire started 

• Voir dire ended 

• Trial started 

• «:Prial ended 

e Venire dismissed 

Other _________________________ _ 

(6)\1--_J = 

Tc~ :::::'e of pc:.."'lel 
h!.-::i.;..."lc::d 

Si:..e of jury U'ld 
l.l'err.Hes 

CASE DISPOSrnm~ DATA: 

+ 

O.illc!"lf~ for 
C<'.!!o:: Ulo .... ·cd 

o Chi! 

+ 

Pcremp10ry 
c."JUlc:-.;:s 
e:-.: Cl:i:.::d 

o Crim!r.:al 

Dc1e 

\ 

h:"-Ol"! no: r"'om 
or chc.!.lcr~ 

Time 

C~Jn~ _______________________ __ Civil _____________________ _ 

P::?c..;ed by _--,----------
Return to _____________________ _ 
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pm 
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JURY PANEL unUZATION DATA FORM 

Cue Number' __________ _ 

Judge ____________ _ 

EVENTS: 

• Panel requested 

• Panel arrived in courtroom 

• Voir dire started 

• Voir dire ended 

• Trial started 

• Trial ended 

• Panel returned um~sed 

• Other 

PANEL USE: 

(6)IL ___ -' 

ToW size of panel 
tumi&hed 

= 
Size of jwy and 
alternates 

CASE DISPOSmON DATA: 

Challenges for 
callie allowed 

o Civil 

Date 

+ 

Peremptory 
challenges 
exerciled 

Number _______ _ 

o Criminal 

rune 

+ 

am 

pm 

am 

pm 

am 

pm 

am 

pm 

am 

pm 

am 

pm 

am 

pm 

Juron not n'0fD 
or cbaDenged 

Criminal ----------------------- Civil _____________ _ 

Prepared by __________ _ Return to _________________ ~ __ _ 

c See comments on reverse side. 
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APPENDIXB 

(Note: Item l. in each set of recommendations consisted of jury data which 
is reflected in the text of this report and has therefore been deleted.) 
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ALACHUA COUNTY 
II. POSITIVE AND PROBLEMATIC AREAS 

A. Positin! Areas 

1. Good physical facilities 
2. First class mail used for summoning 
3. Sharing of jurors among courts 
4. Good treatment of jurors by court personnel (99% of jurors rated as good) 
5. Good juror attitudes (97% of jurors rated their experience as favorable) 

B. Problematic Areas 

1. Qualification step prior to summoning greatly reduces overall yield 
2. High percentage of "no-shows" among those summoned (16-30%) 
3. Overcalling jurors to the courthouse (Average PBI: 45; Average Panel Size: 40; Average Unneeded 

Jurors Per Panel: 27) 
4. Last minute settlements, pleas and continuances 
5. Inefficient handling of juror excuses 
6. Trial starts not staggered 
7. Lack of juror information regarding scheduling of their time, parking, etc. 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. One-step summoning of jurors-the experience of courts using combined qualification and summoning brings 
into question whether a separate qualification process is necessary. Combining the qualification and sum
moning processes into one integrated procedure reduces the amount of paper work handled by the prospective 
jurors, the jury commissioners, and the court personnel. Additionally, elimination of the qualification step 
could be expected to result in an increased overall yield and decreased costs. 

B. Send follow-up letter to those jurors who fail to respond to the jury summons-a high non-response rate, in view 
of the; prior qualification process, would appear to indicate that: (1) there is little fear of the consequence of 
ignoring a legal notice to appear for jury duty; and/or (2) there is a large transient popUlation in the county. In 
some courts, follow-up notices have reduced the number of delinquents by as much as fifty percent. 

C. Reduce the number of jurors summoned, or, in the alternative, utilize multiple voir dire-multiple voir d:re is 
best utilized in those counties which hold three or four trials per week. This process requires the summoning 
of a relatively large number of jurors for a single day. Judges holding trials during the week then select 
successive panels from the venire and conduct voir dire to establish their trial juries for future days. Jurors 
selected for future trials are excused until the judge is ready to start trial to which they have been assigned. 
This obviates the need for a large daily pool of jurors waiting to be selected for each day's trials. 

D. Use of a Code-A-Phone-the juror notification problem associated with last minute settlements, pleas and 
continuances can be partially resolved by utilizing a Code-A-Phone. A Code-A-Phone is a telephone an
swering device which allows the Clerk or the jury personnel to record reporting instructions for jurors. Jurors 
are directed to telephone the court prior to reporting to ascertain whether their attendance is required. By 
assigning jurors to groups, it is possible to dismiss a portion of the venire while still requiring others to report 
for service. This places the responsibility upon the juror and relieves the Clerk's office of the burden of 
notifying unneeded jurors. The Office of the State Courts Administrator will assume the costs for initial 
installation of a Code-A-Phone, and for leasing the device through June of 1979. 

E. Designate one person responsible for excusing jurors-in some courts the responsibility for excusing and 
deferring jurors has been delegated to a jury clerk. The Chief Judge is the final word in excusing a juror. He is 
called upon only on rare occasions when a juror wishes to speak to a "higher source." 

F. Stagger trial starts-when the court's work flow is reasonably continuous and trials are started uniformly 
throughout the day or week, the demand for jurors is also smooth. Sharp and large peak demands caused by 
simultaneous voir dires are avoided by shifting trial starts to off-peak hours or days. 

G. Enclose juror information sheet in summons-the following information supplied with the summons can reduce 
jurors' apprehensions about service, increase the number of persons who serve willingly, and reduce admin
istrative time required of court personnel who are required to answer repeated inquiries about the most 
routine matters concerning jury service. The sheet should include information pertaining to: 

.. Required dress 
• Location of courthouse and parking 
• Available facilities for jurors 
• Fees and travel allowance 
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• Court procedures that win be encountered 
• Use of a Code-A-Phone 
• Scheduling of the juror's time 

BROWARD COUNTY 
II. POSITIVE AND PROBLEMA TIC ASPECTS OF JURY SYSTEM 

A. Positive Aspects 

1. Average panel size is reasonably low at 19.6 persons 
2. The Court does not consistently overcall jurors to the pool 
3. The Court uses computerized summoning and payroll 
4. The jury pool response time to finish a panel is good 
5. Treatment of jurors by jury system personnel is excellent 
6. Jurors are dismissed or excused promptly whenever possible 
7. Summons distributed by 1st class mail 
8. Juror per diem costper trial are fairly low at $326.51 

B. Problematic Aspects 

1. Juror facilities need improvement 
2. The average number of unnecessary jurors per panel could be reduced, 92% of all trials and voir dires 

could have been satisfied with 20 or less jurors 
3. Trial starts on Thursday and Friday are much lower than earlier portion of the week, therefore, continu

ous use of the court is not maintained 
4. Additional juror information would be helpful prior to reporting and at orientation 

III. RECOl';,fMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

A. Provide Additional Information to Jurors in: 

1. Summoning 
2. Signs to reach jury pool room 
3. At orientation 

B. Reduce the Panel Size-The court may reduce the number of unnecessary jurors in a panel by reducing the 
panel size. This would ultimately reduce the number of jurors necessary to be available in the pool. 

C. Schedule Trials Each,Day of the Week-This will reduce the number of jurors needed during the initial days of 
the week to meet peak demands, spreading smaller demands out over more trial days. 

D. Install a Code-A-Phone CaU-In-Device-This will facilitate the use of stand-by juror system. 

ESCAMBIA COUNTY 

II. POSITIVE AND PROBLEMATIC AREAS 

A. Positive Areas 

1. One-step qualification/summoning of jurors 
2. First classPJf'JI used for summoning 
3. Pooling uf jurors 
4. Good physical facilities 
5. Small panels (average of 20) 
6. Low JDPT (average of 23) 
7. Early dismissal of jurors from pool 
8. Trial starts well staggered 
9. Good time factors (short pool response time, little idle panel time, short voir dires and trials) 

10. Good treatment of jurors by court personnel (97% of jurors rated as good) 
11. Good juror attitudes (95% of jurors rated their experience as favorable) 

B. Problematic Areas 

1. Jury Clerk must manually cut up master list of 8,000 prospective jurors once each year 
2. Lack of a uniform policy re excuses Gudges handle on rotating basis) 
3. Last minute settlements, pleas and continuances 
4. Inadequate parking facilities 
5. Inadequate eating facilities 
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6. Lack of adequate pre-reporting infonnation for jurors 
7. Lack of amenities for jurors 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Computer generation of venires and summonses-assuming the availability of computer facilities, a program 
could be written to provide for the generation of venires. Venires could still be randomly selected, venire lists 
could be printed by the computer, and prepackaged summonses could be prepared. The computer generation 
of venires and summonses would eliminate the jury clerk's task of annually hand-cutting the 8,000 name 
master list, the administrative judge's task of physically drawing the venire, and the sheriffs task of weekly 
addressing 100-200 summonses. 

B. Use of a Code-A-Phone-The juror notification problem associated with last minute settlements, pleas and 
continuances can be partially resolved by utilizing a Code-A-Phone. A Code-A-Phone is a telephone 
answering device which allows the Clerk of the jury personnel to record reporting instructions for jurors. 
Jurors are directed to telephone the court prior to reporting to ascertain whether their attendance is required. 
By assigning jurors to groups, it is possible to dismiss a portion of the venire while still requiring others to 
report for service. This places the responsibility upon the juror and relieves the Clerk's office of the burden of 
notifying unneeded jurors. The Office of the State Courts Administrator will assume the costs for initial 
installation of a Code-A-Phone, and for leasing the device through June of 1979. 

C. Enclose Juror Information Sheet in Summons-The following information supplied with the summons can 
reduce jurors' apprehensions about service, increase the number of persons who serve willingly, and reduce 
administrative time required of court personnel who are required to answer repeated inquiries about the most 
routine matters concerning jury service. The sheet should include information pertaining to: 

• Required dress 
• Location of courthouse and parking 
• Available facilities for jurors 
• Fees and travel allowance 
• Court procedures that will be encountered 
• Use of a Code-A-Phone 
• Scheduling of the juror's time 

D. Examine Alternatives (or Obtaining Amenities for Jurors-Check with post office re magazines. solicit 
magazine subscriptions from local bar association and local civic clubs, solicit television from local associa
tions, merchants or county commissioners. 

HERNANDO COUNTY 
II. POSITIVE AND PROBLEMATIC AREAS 

A. Positive Areas 

1. Use of first class mail for summoning jurors. 
2. Computer generation of venires and payroll. 
3. Facilities are good; courtrooms recently remodeled and moderately comfortable. 
4. TreatQ!ent of jurors_ by court personnel - good; Court Executive Assistant, Mike Lescalzo, conducts initial 

orientation for all trials. 

B. Problem Areas 

1. Last minute settlements, pleas, and continuances. During the month of September, 80 jurors were 
summoned and only 1 six man trial occurred. 

2. The number of prospective jurors summoned is high. Last minute settlements, pleas and continuances 
combined with a historical tendency to summon more jurors than necessary contribute to this problem. 

3. Panel size too large. During September, 1 six man trial occurred with a panel size of 38. A panel size of 
20 would have been sufficient. 

4. Jl;lrors need to' be informed of the parking situation. The Hernando County Courthouse is located in 
downtown Brooksville. Parking is limited by the courthouse, but there is a county parking lot two blocks 
away available for their use. Jurors need to be made aware of this situation prior to reporting. 

III. ALTERNATIVES FOR REMEDYING PROBLEMS 

A. Cooe-a-Phone-The juror notification problem associated with cancelled or continued trials can be easily 
addressed. A telephone answering device may be provided in which the jury clerk records juror instructions 
for the next day. The jurors are required to call in each evening to ascertain if they are to report. This places 
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the responsibility on the juror and relieves the clerk of the task of trying to reach all jurors, usually unsuc
cessfully. The Office of the State Courts Administrator would arrange for the leasing contract which would 
extend through June 30, 1979. After that date the county would be required to assume all costs. 

B. Establish. Trial Week/Multiple Voir Dire-By coordinating tri,als for both the circuit and the county so that 
they are scheduled during one week, an established pattern would develop to the ultimate benefit of all those 
involved in the court system: 

• reduce number of jurors summoned 
• regulate panel sizes 
• optimize judges' time 
• regulate attorneys' schedules 
., provide easier management of associated paperwork of trial 

Multiple Voir Dire-This procedure is best utilized for those counties where three or four trials are scheduled 
for a week. In order to save court, attorney and especially, juror time, one venire is summoned (this would 
encompass the use of a jury pool for one week) and then have the attorneys for the scheduled cases conduct 
their voir dires on one day. This keeps the jurors from having to continually report back throughout -the week. 
This might become particularly effective by coupling this with the use ofa Code-A-Phone. Jurors could phone 
Sunday befo'ie their Monday appearance to discover whether or not they are even required to make that first 
appearance, again, resulting in another cost savings. 

C. Inclusion of Information Sheet with Summons-The following information supplied with the summons can 
reduce jurors' apprehensions about service, increase the number of persons who serve willingly, and reduce 
administrative time required to court personnel who would otherwise have to answer repeated inquiries about 
the most routine matters concerning jury service. The sheet would include information pertaining to: 

• required dress 
• location of courthouse and parking 
• available facilities 
• fees and expenses 
• court procedure the prospective juror will encounter 
• use of Code-A-Phone. 

LAKE COUNTY 
II. POSITIVE AND PROBLEMATIC AREAS 

A. Positive Areas 

1. Use of first class mail for summoningjurors. 
2. Jury waiting room furnished with comfortable couches and chairs, color T.V., magazines, coffee and 

card games. 
3. Treatment of jurors by court personnel - excellent. Jury Clerk, Donna Jackson, conducts initial orienta

tion in jury waiting room. 
4. Room with vending machines and tables and chairs available for jurors' use. 

B. Problematic Areas 

1. Last minute settlements, pleas, and continuaqces. During the month of September, 90 jurors were 
summoned and only 1 six man trial occurred. One panel of 31 jurors was not used due to a settlement. 

2. The number of prospective jurors summoned is high. Last minute settlements, pleas, and continuances 
combined with a historical tendency to summon more jurors than necessary contribute to this problem. 

3. Jurors need to be informed of the parking situation. The Lake County Courthouse is located in 
downtown Tavares with limited parking by the building. However, there is a county parking lot 1 1/2 
blocks away from the courthouse available for juror use. Jurors need to be made aware of this situation 
prior to reporting. 

4. Manual constnlction of venire. Qualified list is cut into slips and put in the jury box. The slips are pulled 
randomly by the judge. Donna Jackson, Jury Clerk, types a list of the names selected to construct the 
venire. This time consuming procedure will be phoned out in February 1978 when Lake County's 
computer system becomes operational. 

III. ALTERNATIVES FOR REMEDYING PROBLEMS 

A. Code-A-Phone-The juror notification problem associated with cancelled or continued trials can be easily 
addressed. A telephone answering device may be provided in which the jury clerk records juror instructions 
for the next day. The jurors are required to call in each evening to ascertain if they are to report. This places 
the responsibility on the juror and relieves the clerk of the task of trying to reach all jurors, usually unsuc-
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cessfully. The Office of the State Courts Administrator would arrange for the leasing contract whic·h would 
extend through June 30, 1979. After that date the county would be required to assume all costs. 

B. Establish Trial Week/Multiple Voir Dire-By coordinating trials for both the circuit and the county so that 
they are scheduled during one week, an established pattern would develop to the ultimate benefit of all those 
involved in the court system. 

• reduce number of jurors summoned 
• regulate panel sizes 
• optimize judges' time 
• regulate attorneys' schedules 
• provide easier management of associated paperwork of trial 

Multiple Voir Dire-This procedure is best utilized for those comities where three or four trials are scheduled 
for a week. In order to save court, attorney and especially juror time, one venire is summoned (this would 
encompass the use of a jury pool for one week) and then have the attorneys for the scheduled cases conduct 
their voir dires on one day. This keeps the jurors from having to continually report back throughout the week. 
This might become particularly effective by coupling this with the use of a Code-A-Phone. Jurors could phone 
Sunday before their Monday appearance to discover whether or not they are even required to make that first 
appearance. Again, resulting in another cost savings. 

C. Inclusion of Information Sheet with Summons-The following information supplied with the summons can 
reduce jurors apprehensions about service, increase the number of persons who serve willingly, and reduce 
administrative time required of court personnel who would otherwise have to answer repeated inquiries about 
the most routine matters concerning jury service. The sheet would include information pertaining to: 

.,. required dress 
• location of courthouse and parking 
• available facilities 
• fees and expenses 
• court procedure the prospective juror will encounter 
• use of Code-A-Phone. 

MARION COUNTY 
II. POSITIVE AND PROBLEMATIC AREAS 

A. Positive Areas 

1. Excellent available computer facilities 
2. Adequate facilities for Jurors' use 
3. Adeq'Jate parking for prospecti ve jurors 

B. Problem Areas 

1. Two systems, circuit and county, conducting different jury procedures. An inconsistent policy in the 
usage of jurors has developed as a result of these procedures. 

2. County Jury system using certified mail for summoning is expensive and not necessary. 
3. Manual construction of venire. Computer print-out of qualified list cut into slips and put into jury box. 

The slips are pulled randomly by the jUdge. A deputy clerk types a list of the names selected to construct 
the venire. 

4. Last minute settlements, pleas and continuances. In September, 157 jurors were summoned and only 4 
six-man trials occurred. One panel of 20 jurors was not used for three days due to settlements, pleas and 
continuances. 

5. The number of prospective jurors summoned is high. Last minute settlements, pleas and continuances 
combined with a historical tendency to summon more jurors than necessary contribute to this problem. 

6. Panel size too large. The average panel size for the four trials was 25. 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Unified Jury System-a unified jury system eliminates duplication of paperwork and effort. Jury system 
procedures would be uniform for both the county and the circuit, assuring a consistent policy in the usage of 
jurors. A deputy clerk would be designated jury clerk. The jury clerk's responsibilities would be to: 

• maintain all records pertaining to the jury system in one place 
• be present at the selection of all venires 
• conduct initial orientation for alljurors 
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B.. Use of First Class Mail for'summoning-It is recommended that the summons be.sent first class mail instead of 
certified mail. No difference has been seen in response rates between courts utilizing certified mail.·Substan·, 
tial cost savings can be realized by utilizing first class mail instead of certified mail. 

C. Computer generation of venires-This procedure eliminates manual construction of the venire, and the cutting 
of the qualified list into slips for the jury box. The qualified list would be kept on computer tape in a locked 
jury ·box. When a venire is needed, the presiding judge, jury clerk and deputy sheriff meet in the computer 
1:0am. The deputy sheriff unlocks the jury box and the computer operator places the tape on the computer. 
The judge instructs the computer operator how many prospective jurors are to be summon.ed. The operator 
programs the computer and the computer randomly selects the venire and makes several copies. Approximate 
time of procedure is five to ten minutes. 

D. Code-A-Phone-The juror notification problem associated with cancelled or continued trials can be easily 
addressed. A telephone answering device may be provided in which the jury clerk records juror instructions 
for the next; day. The jurors are required to call in each evening to ascertain if they are to report. This places 
the responsibility on the juror and relieves the clerk of the task of trying to reach all jurors, usually unsuc
cessfully. The Office of the State Courts Administrator would arrange for the leasing contract which would 
extend through June 30, 1979. After that date, the county would be required to assume all costs . 

. E. Establish trial week/multiple voir dire-By coordinating trials for both the circuit and the county so that they 
are scheduled during one week, an establistted pattern would develop to the ultimate benefit of all those 
involved in the court system: . 

• reduce number of jurors summoned 
• regulate panel sizes 
• optimize judge5' time 
• regulate attorneys' schedules 
• provide easier management of associated paperwork of trial 

Multiple Voir Dire-This procedure is best utilized for those counties where three or four trials are scheduled 
for a week. In order to save court, attorney and especially, juror time, one venire is summoned (this would 
encompass the use of a jury pool for one week) and then have the attorneys for the scheduled cases conduct 
their voir dires on one day. This keeps the jurors from having to continually report back throughout the week. 
This might become particularly effective by coupling this with the use of a Code-A-Phone. Jurors could phone 
Sunday before their Monday appearance to discover whether or not they are even required to make that first 
appearance, again, reSUlting in another cost savings. 

F. Inclusion of information sheet with summons-the following information supplied with the summons can 
reduce jurors' apprehensions about service, increase the number of persons who serve willingly, and reduce 
administrative time required of court personnel who would otherwise have to answer repeated inquiries about 
the most routine matters concerning juror service. The sheet wo'idd include information pertaining to: 

• required dress 
• location of courthouse and parking 
• available facilities 
• fees and expenses 
• court procedure the prospective juror will encounter 
• use ofa Code-A-Phone 

PALM BEACH COUNTY 
II. Positive and Problematic Aspects of Jury System 

A. Positive Aspects 

1. Overall summoning yields are good. The postponement policy used enhances the overall yield. 
2. The jury pool response time to furnish a panel is good. 
3. Juror time is not wasted by excessive waits in the courtroom for voir dire to begin. 
4. Average panel size is reasonably low at 20.5 persons. 
5. Juror facilities are excellent. 
6. Treatment of jurors by jury system personnel is excellent. 
7. Jurors are dismissed or excused promptly whenever possible. 

B. Problematic Aspects 

1. The cost of using certified mail to distribute the summons when compared to the summoning yield is too 
expensive. 

2. Juror per diem cost per trial is moderate ($433.23 for September): 
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3. The average number of unnecessary jurors per panel could be reduced. A panel size of 18 would have 
satisfied all but two trials in v.oir dire. 

4. The Court does not maintain continuous operation. More trials start on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes
day than on Thursday and Friday, thereby creating unusual peak demands on the jury panel. 

5. At times, excessive numbers of jurors are called to the pool. . 

III. Recommendations for Improvement 

A. Use 1st Class Mail to Distribute the Summonses-By using 1st class mail, the county costs for summoning 
jurors can be significantly reduced. In order to obtain the same summoning yield, it may be necessary to send 
out a greater number of summonses, however, percentage costs will be significantly reduced. 

B. Reduce the Number of Persons in the Jury Pool-Juror per diem cost per trial is a function of the number of 
juror days paid and the number of trials. By reducing the number of jurors available to serve, juror per diem 
costs will be lowered. The court should establish a stand-by juror system where individuals can be called in if 
necessary. 

C. Reduce the Panel Sizes-The court may reduce the number of jurors necessary to have on hand by reducing 
the average panel size. This will reduce the average number of unnecessary jurors per panel. 

D. Install A Code-A-Phone Call-In Device-This will facilitate the use of r:. stand-by juror system. 

E. Sehedule Trials Each Day of the Week-This will reduce the number of jurors needed during the initial days of 
the week to meet peak demands, spreading smaller demands out over more trial days. This wili ensure 
continuous operation. 
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AVERAGE FOR ALL COUNTIES - . 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE SEPTEMBER, 1978 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 14.9 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 40.37% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? ~_ 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? .8 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 30% had How many times? 1.4 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation ........................ 087% 012% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ................ 089% 0 3% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 097% 022% 

D. Personal safety .................... o no/£' 011% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 055% 030% 

F. Eating facilities .................................. 044% 038% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 049% 041% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 18% 0 Yes 

82%ONo 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D: 

The same as before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

065% o 2% 
0 30% 
o 3% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

0 1% 

0 0% 

0 6% 

0 0% 

015% 

018% 

010% 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18-20 21-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55·64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2% 4% 13% 16% 17% 23% 26% 

11. Sex: o Female 50% 

o Male 50% 
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ALACHUA 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE SEPTEMBER, 1978 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how-many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 7.25 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 64% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? .....LL 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? .27 
71% -once 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 30% had How many times? 23% - twice or more 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation . ............................ 0 90% 0 9% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ........ 0 99% 0 1% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 0 84% 016% 

D. Personal safety .... . ............... 0 94% 0 6% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 0 25% 029% 

F. Eating facilities .. ............................. 0 47% 035% 

G. Schedulin~1 of your time ............. 0 36% 048% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 13% 0 Yes 

87%ONo 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

The same as before .- favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

074% 
o 2% 
020% o 4% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

0 1% 

0 

0 

0 

046% 

017% 

016% 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18-20 21·24 25·34 35-44 45·54 55·64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2% 5% 16% 27% 26% 14% 10% 

11. Sex: 45%0 Female 

55%0 Male 
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BROWARD 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE SEPTEMBER, 1978 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 33.8 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 50% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? ~ 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? .97 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 26% had How many times? .4 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation ................. 083% 016% 

B. Treatment by court personnel . ....... 097% 0 3% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 033% 042% 

D. Personal safety . ................... 084% 014% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 077% 015% 

F. Eating facilities . .................. 021% 047% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 0 4% 066% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 20%0 Yes 

80%0 No 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

The same as before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

057% 
o 6% 
022% 
o 7% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

o 1% 

o 
024% 

o 1% 

o 4% 

030% 

028% 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18-20 21-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1% 5% 11% 13% 16% 27% 27% 

11. Sex: 56%0 Female 

44%0 Male 
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ESCAMBIA 
, JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE SEPTEMBER, 1978 

Your answers to the fo:\lowing questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately ho",;t many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 21.7 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 49% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? ~ 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? .9 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 28% had How many times? 1.7 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation • ......... f ................. 086% 013% 

B. Treatment by COllrt personnel ........ 097% 0 3% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 077% 022% 

D. Personal safety .. .................................... 093% 0 7% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 058% 031% 

F. Eating facilities of .................................... 
04\3% 049% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 043% 045% 

7. Did you lose income as a msult of jury service? 10%0 Yes 

90%0 No 

8. After having sen/ed, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

The same ell; before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than bnfore? 
Less favorable than bei'l)re? 

043% 
o 3.5% 
052% o 1.5% 

9. In what ways do ),ou think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

o 1% 

o 
o 1% 

o 
011% 

o 8% 

012% 

The following information will help ElValuate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18·20 21·24 25·34 35-44 45·54 55·64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3% 11% 13% 17% 23% 22% 12% 

11. Sex: 57% 0 Female 

43%0 Male 
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HERNANDO 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE SEPTEMBE~, 1978 

Your answer~ to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 5.5 

2. Of these hours i;', the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 33% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? .--1.L 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? .45 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 50% had How many times? 1.7 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation ................. 087% 013% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ........ 088% 012% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 078% 021% 

D. Personal safety .......•............ 088% 012% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 042% 042% 

F. Eating facilities ................... 048% 048% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 076% 024% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 6% 0 Yes 

94%0 No 

8. After having served. what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

The same as before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

091% 
o o 9% 
o 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

0 

0 

0 1% 

0 

016% 

0 4% 

0 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18-20 21-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0% 0% 1% 1% 7% 32% 59% 

11. Sex: 34% 0 Female 

66% 0 Male 
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LAKE 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUrGSTIONNAIRE SEPTEMBER, 1978 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 17.25 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 30% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? ...1L 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? 1.2 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 37% had How many times? 1.5 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation ................. 087% 013% 

B. Treatment by court personnel . ....... 0100% 0 

C. Physical comforts .................. 086% 014% 

D. Personal safety .... . ............... 094% 0 6% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 038% 044% 

F. Eating facilities . .................. 093% 0 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 056% 044% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 13%0 Yes 

87%0 No 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service~ (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

The same as before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

063% 
o 0% 
037% 
o 0% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

0 

0 

0 

0 

018% 

0 7% 

0 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18·20 21-24 25-34 35-44 45·54 55·64 65-over 
0 0 0 D 0 0 0 
7% 0% 0% 7% 13% 33% 40% 

11. Sex: 44%0 Female 

56%0 Male 
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MARION 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE SEPTEMBER, 1978 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 10.4 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 50% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? ~ 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? .87 
32% - once 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 32% had How many times? 26% - t~ice 
42% - over twice 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate Poor 

A. Initial orientation ................. 081% 019% 0 

B. Treatment by court personnel . ....... 095% 0 5% 0 

C. Physical comforts .................. 075% 025% 0 

D. Per!fOrial safety . ................... 088% 012% 0 

E. Parking facilities ................... 072% 028% 0 
F. Eating facilities ................... 024% 038% 038% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 052% 043% 0 5% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 21%0 Yes 

79%0 No 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. The same as before - favorable? 077% 
B. The same as before - unfavorable? 0 
C. More favorable than before? 023% 
D. Less favorable than before? 0 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18-20 21-24 . 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3% 2% 18% 17% 12% 25% 23% 

11. Sex: 58%0 Female 

42%0 Male 
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PALM BEACH 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE SEPTEMBER, 1978 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 21.7 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 36.5% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? _ 2.L 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? .6 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 13.7% hag How many times? 1.33 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation . ................ 091% 0 8% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ........ 097% 0 2% 

c. Physical comforts .................. 086% 0 8% 

D. Personal safety .................... 082% 015% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 021% 038% 

F. Eating facilities . ... ~ .............. 041% 047% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 049% 028% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 24%0 Yes 

76%0 No 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service~ (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 

The same as before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

057% 
o 4% 
030% 
o 9% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

0 1% 

0 1% 

0 5% 

0 3% 

040% 

012% 

013% 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18-20 21-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 2% 15% 32% 23% 16% 14% 

11. Sex: 66%0 Female 

34%0 Male 
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AVERAGE FOR ALL COUNTIES 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE FEBRUARY, 1979 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury ~rvice. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 21.14 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 37.2% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? ~ 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? .99 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 23.7% had How many times? 48% Only once before 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation ................. 085% 011% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ........ 097% 0 3% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 065% 027% 

D. Personal safety .................... 087% 012% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 057% 026% 

F. Eating facilities ................... 039% 038% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 048% 041% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 21%0 Yes 

79%ONo 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

The same as before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

057% 
04% 
034% 
o 5% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

04% 

00% 

o 8% 

o 1% 

017% 

023% 

011% 

The following information willl:~lp evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18-20 21-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4% 7% 15% 16% 21% 22% 15% 

11. Sex: 53%0 Female 

47%0 Male 
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ALACHUA 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE FEBRUARY, 1979 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 6.6 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 40.9% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection proce5!l? ..1..&.-

4. How many times were you act~ally selected to be a juror? .67 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 20% had How many times? 65~ only once before 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer a!l) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation ................. 095% 0 4% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ........ 097% 0 2% 

C. Physical comforts. : ................ 087% 013% 

D. Personal safety .................... 096% 0 4% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 044% 029% 

F. Eating facilities . .................. 040% 015% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 054% 042% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 18%0 Yes 

82%0 No 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

The same as before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

057% 
o 1% 
037% o 5% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

0 1% 

0 1% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

027% 

045% 

0 4% 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18-20 21-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5% 11% 22% 21% 17% 15% 9% 

11. Sex: 43%0 Female 

57%0 Male 
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BROWARD 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE FEBRUARY, 1979 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 32.3 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 48%_ 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? 3.0% 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? .87 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 25.5% had How many times? .62 

6. How WOL!!d you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial oriefitation ................. 078% 017% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ........ 092% 0 8% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 014% 050% 

D. Personal safety .................... 063% 033% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 068% 019% 

F. Eating facilities ................... 020% 047% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 024% 040% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 24% 0 Yes 

76%0 No 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service~ (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

The same as before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

054% 
o 8% 
022% 
016% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

Poor 

o 5% 

o 0% 

036% 

o 1% 

013% 

033% 

036% 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18-20 21-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-over 
0 0 0 D D 0 0 
4% 4% 9% 14% 15% 28% 26% 

11. Sex: 55.8% 0 Female 

44.2%0 Male 
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ESCAMBIA 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE FEBRUARY, 1979 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 26.6 

2. Of these hours in, the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 46.4% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? ~ 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? 1.1 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 31% had How many times? 32%; 1 time 
34%; 2 times 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate Poor 

A. Initial orientation . ........... ~ .... 069% 017% 014% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ........ 097% 0 3% 0 0% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 076% 022% 0 2% 

D. Personal safety .................... 093% 0 7% 0 0% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 062% 026% 012% 

F. Eating facilities . .................. 047% 036% 017% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 041% 048% 011% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 15%0 Yes 

85%0 No 

B. After having served, what is ~'our impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. The same as before - favorable? 0 48% 
B. The same as before - unfavorable? 0 2% 
C. More favorable than before? 0 47% 
D. Less favorable than before? 0 :1% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18·20 21·24 25·34 35-44 45·54 55·64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6% 12% 15% 14% 24% 19% 10% 

11. Sex: 59%0 Female 

41% 0 Male 
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MARION 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE FEBRUARY, 1979 

Your Answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 15.1 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 22.2% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? ~ 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? 1.2 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 30% had How many times? 36%; once before 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate 

A. Initial orientation ................................. 089% 011% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ........ 0100% 0 0% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 083% 017% 

D. Personal safety .................... 092% 0 8% 

E. Parking facilities ................... 085% 012% 

F. Eating facilities .. .................................... 044% 044% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 062% 038% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 21% 0 Yes 

79%ONo 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

The same as before - favorable? 
The same as before - unfavorable? 
More favorable than before? 
Less favorable than before? 

070% 
o 6% 
024% 
o 0% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

45%; twice before 

Poor 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 3% 

012% 

0 0% 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18·20 21·24 25·34. 35-44 45·54 55·64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5% 3% 13% 10% 28% 26% 15% 

11. Sex: 49% 0 Female 

51% 0 Male 
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PALM BEACH 
JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE FEBRUARY, 1979 

Your answers to the following questions ~'Jill help improve jury service. All responses are 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 25.1 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury wlliting room? 28.7% 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? ~ 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? 1.0 

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? 12% had How many times? 59%; once before 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate Poor 

A. Initial orientation 
~ ................ 094% 0 6% 0 0% 

B. Treatment by court personnel ........ 097% 0 3% 0 0% 

C. Physical comforts .................. 064% 033% 0 3% 

D. Personal safety .................... 091% 0 6% 0 3% 

E. Par~dng facilities ................... 028% 045% 027% 

F. Eating facilities . .................. 044% 048% 0 8% 

G. Scheduling of your time ............. 057% 038% 0 5% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 25% 0 Yes 

75%ONo 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. The same as before - favorable? 056% 
B. The same as before - unfavorable? 0 3% 
C. More favorable than before? 039% 
D. Less favorable than before? 0 -'2% 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 18·20 21·24 25·34 3544 45·54 55·64 65-over 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3% 5% 15% 19% 19% 21% 18% 

11. Sex: 59%0 Female 

41%0 Male 
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ALACHUA COUNTY 

~ 
~ :5! bIl CU 

~ ~ = s: ~ 
... 

E ~ = Q = Q = .; ~ Q E ~ -= = ~ ... QUALIFIED 'ti en 'ti E ~ 
WEEK YIELD ;5 £ ~ £ = REMARKS en 0 
9/5/78 71 7 31 7 11 45 32 
9/11/78 71 15 17 8 18 42 30 
9/12/78 71 13 18 2 2 57 40 
9/18/78 71 7 24 10 6 52 37 
9/25/78 71 9 23 11 7 50 36 
10/3/78 71 9 23 9 9 50 36 
10/9/78 71 10 9 10 9 63 45 
10/16178 71 8 19 14 11 45 32 
10/23/78 71 8 18 8 11 55 39 
11/6178 71 13 13 21 5 48 34 
11/13178 71 11 17 6 12 53 38 
11/20/78 71 13 13 13 14 49 35 
11128178 71 12 9 11 9 57 40 
12/4178 71 13 18 14 13 44 31 
12/11/78 71 12 12 19 16 41 29 
12/19/78 71 8 26 17 18 31 22 
1/2/79 71 6 28 13 13 41 29 
1/8/79 71 8 20 11 13 48 34 
1/15179 71 7 19 12 12 49 35 
2/5/79 70.3 15 17 19 13 36 25 
2/12/79 70 18 16 8 12 49 34 
2/19179 70 4 14 12 24 51 36 
2/26179 70 5 12 15 16 52 36 
315/79 70 10 4 34 11 41 29 
3/12/79 70 5 12 15 18 50 35 
3/19179 70 5 14 18 18 46 32 
3/26179 70 8 23 16 .6 48 34 
4/2/79 70 10 17 18 6 49 34 
4/9/79 70 6 24 11 14 45 32 
4/16/79 70 6 6 8 21 59 41 
4/23179 70 7 14 11 17 51 36 

AVERAGES 70 9 17 13 12 48 34 
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BROW ARD COUNTY · -"'-' . - - .. .. 

~ 
"a:i 
>: :s CI) 

~ ~ = o~ 
~ 'i 

0- ~ e ~ ~ = = = -0; = ~ = e -= .: = =-QUALIFIED 'U rI.l 'ti - e '" <Il ~ = ~ ~ £ = ;.. 
WE~K _ "YIE~D_ ;J rI.l 0 REMARKS 

8/28/78 13 18 36 32 32 
9/5/78 14 17 35 43 43 
9/11/78 12 17 39 32 32 
9/18/78 12 19 36 34 34 
9/25/78 12 18 39 30 30 
10/2/78' 12 22 39 27 27 
10/9/78 12 20 35 33 33 
10/16/78 9 22 38 32 32 
10/23/78 11 21 31 37 37 
10/30/78 13 24 30 33 33 
11/6/78 11 11 31 36 36 
11/13/78 9 16 39 37 37 
11/20/78 14 10 31 35 35 
11/27/78 11 11 36 36 36 
12/4/78 10 10 31 35 35 
12/11/78 12 11 38 32 32 
12/18/78 11 9 45 29 29 
12/26/78 14 14 37 28 29 
112/79 13 9 32 40 40 
1/8/79 6 9 31 39 39 
1/15/79 6 9 38 37 37 
1122/79 7 16 31 1 34 34 
1129/79 7 9 37 3 33 33 
2/5/79 7 10 37 3 35 35 
2/12/79 38 38 
2/19/79 5 9 17 8 35 35 
2/26/79 5 12 31 5 41 41 
3/5/79 5 13 35 3 37 37 
3/12/79 9 13 31 5 42 42 
3/19/79 9 10 38 42 42 
3/26/79 "8 20 24 4 39 39 
4/2/79 7 9 21 4 59 59 
4/9/79 8 12 20 8 36 36 
4/16/79 8 11 41 7 32 32 
4/23/79 9 13 36 9 35 35 

AVERAGES 9 14 33 5 36 36 
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-------------------- --------------------------~--------

ESCAMBIA COUNTY -
] 
> 

~ ~ 
. "C! "C! c: ;;= ~ 

$ "C! ~ ·s e ~ c: = -.; = "C! = e c; .c = CI. r.. QUALIFIED "tI 'J'.J "tI - e ~ c '" ~ 

~ ~ = = REMARKS WEEK YIELD ;J =-- 'J'.J 0 

9/11/78 14 8 39 39 39 
9/18/78 20 13 32 35 35 
9/25/78 13 .4 41 43 43 
10/2/78 19 6 28 47 47 , 
10/9/78 14 5 37 44 44-
10123/78 10 5 63 22 22 
10/30/78 19 9 35 37 37 
11/6/78 21 6 36 38 3~ 
11/13/78 14 4 40 43 43 
11/20/78 25 10 23 42 42 
11127/78 19 10 36 36 36 
12/4/78 12 6 34 48 48 
12/4/78 12 5 40 43 43 
12/11/78 18 3 34 44 44 
12/18/78 13 3 47 36 36 
1/3/79 13 4 43 40 40 
1/8179 10 4 40 45 45 
1/15/79 20 4 36 'r-~' 40 40 
1/22/79 13 3 33 51 51 
1/29/79 11 3 44 41 41 
2/5/79 8- 5 44 34 34 
2112/79 11 5 29 56 56 
2/12/79 6 6 47 42 42 
2119/79 10 4 42 43 43 
2/26/79 8 5 42 45 45 
3/5/79 19 6 42 33 33 
3/5/79 6 4 47 43 43 
3/5/79 4 8 41 48 48 
3/5/79 37 5 26 31 31 
3/12/79 11 6 40 43 43 
3/12/79 7 3 33 57 57 
3119/79 16 8 34 42 42 
3/26179 11 5 44 40 40 
4/2/79 13 6 35 46 46 
4/9/79 9 7 56 30 30 
4/16/79 11 9 45 35 35 
4/23/79 8 6 42 44 44 

AVERAGES 14 6 39 41 41 
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HERNANDO COUNTY 

~ 
~ . ;;; 

~ 
OJ) ~ 

~ ~ c ;;; QJ 
~ ~ QJ 'c C QJ C Q .; Q ~ Q 5 "Ii ,.~ = Q. r.. QUALIFIED 'ti r:IJ 'ti ... 5 QJ 

C '" ~ Q ~ ~ = WEEK YIELD ;J Z ~ r:IJ 0 REMARKS 

9/20/78 53 48 25 
11/16/78 53 12 0 38 50 27 f' 

11/22/78 53 6 14 34 2 44 23 
1/8/79 Cancelled by TCD 
1122/79 , Cancelled by TCD 
1125/79 Cancelled by TCD 
2/12/79 53 13 3 35 48 25 
2/22/79 Cancelled by TC D 

.' 3/14/79 53 8 18 33 5 38 20 
~~ 

3/22/79 Cancelled by TC D 
3/26/79 Cancelled by TCD 

AVERAGES 53 10 12 35 4 46 24 
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LAKE COUNTY 

~ 
"il ;;: 

~ 
CoIl -G.I 

~ ~ = ;;: G.I 
~ ~ G.I oj:! 

e G.I = = =a 0; = ~ = e ..c = ~ QUALIFIED "ti 00 e "'" "ti G.I 

WEEK YIELD 
I: = ~ = = ;;.. 

REMARKS ;;l ~ ~ =-- 00 0 

8/14/78 44 10 3 33 50 22 
8/21/78 44 9 7 31 52 23 
8/21178 44 13 6 38 42 18 
8128178 44 19 2 31 48 21 
9/11178 44 7 7 20 67 29 
9/25178 44 13 1 34 52 23 
10/9178 44 6 6 32 55 24 
10/23/78 44 6 4 43 47 21 
11/13/78 44 7 7 30 57 25 
12/4/78 44 5 4 28 37 16 
12/11/78 44 0 0 33 67 29 
12/11/78 44 3 15 45 38 17 
1/16/79 44 20 0 17 63 28 
2/13179 44 3 3 33 60 26 
2/26/79 39 2 0 37 63 25 
3/12/79 39 4 8 28 60 23 
3/19/79 39 2 0 28 70 27 
3/26/79 39 3 0 30 67 26 
4/16/79 39 0 8 12 80 31 
4/23/79 39 3 0 37 60 23 

AVERAGES 42 7 25 31 57 24 . ' 
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MARION COUNTY 

't:l 
'ii ;;: 

't:l 
ClI) 'ii 

't:l 't:l = ;;: QJ 
~ 't:l QJ ·s e QJ = Q -.; Q 't:l Q E '; .c = c. 

'"' QUALIFIED i:i rr.J i:i - E QJ 

= '" ... Q :.< Q = WEEK YIELD :;;J z: f;I;J Q.. rr.J 0 REMARKS 

9/11/78 36 0 11 22 2 64 23 
9/11/78 36 5 0 21 74 27 
9/18/78 36 0 0 33 68 24 
10/2/78 36 10 0 18 62 22 
10/2/78 36 2 10 33 13 42 15 
10/9/78 36 2 5 26 12 52 19 
10/23/78 36 0 3 28 69 25 
10/30/78 36 0 6 21 4 68 24 
11/6/78 36 0 13 15 72 26 
11/13/78 36 0 5 37 59 21 

-11/13/78 36 2 7 25 9 57 20 
11120/78 36 2 11 32 6 50 18 
12.14/78 36 11 0 9 13 68 24 
12/6/78 36 3 0 23 3 70 25 
12/11/78 36 8 11 16 5 61 22 
12/18/78 36 0 8 38 5 51 18 
1/8/79 36" 1 11 40 47 17 
1/8/79 36 7 0 20 63 23 
1/22/79 36 8 8 31 53 19 
2/5/79 36 2 3 38 15 43 15 
2/7/79 36 3 8 20 70 25 
2/13/79 36 0 1 21 41 38 14 
2/19/79 36 0 11 31 3 56 20 
3/5/79 36 0 7 22 12 59 21 
3/13/79 36 0 4 18 27 51, 18 
4/2/79 36 0 10 28 63 23 
4/10/79 36 0 3 26 11 60 22 
4/17/79 36 1 5 28 3 63 23 
4/23/79 36 8 4 47 8 33 12 

AVERAGES 36 3 6 26 7 58 21 
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PALM BEACH COUNTY 
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lo( ce = WEEK YIELD ~ ~ 00 0 REMARKS - +- ~--. 

9/5/78 38 2 12 49 -
13 49 

9/11/78 37 6 14 12 65 65 
9/18/78 39 2 20 8 55 55 
9/25/78 34 4 16 14 47 47 
10/2/78 30 6 14 19 42 4? 
10/10/78 34 3 16 20 41 41 
10/16/78 31 6 13 17 52 52 
10/23/78 34 6 21 11 48 48 
10/30/78 35 3 17 14 48 48 
1116/78 32 2 18 14 58 58 
11113/78 30 3 18 13 50 50 
11120178 37 3 17 10 68 68 1st Class Mail 
11/27/78 17 8 21 20 45 45 1 st Class Mail 
12/4/78 16 18 15 21 40 40 1 st Class Mail 
12/11178 18 12 20 18 40 40 1st Class Mail 
12/18178 23 11 19 23 35 35 
112/79 32 4 17 20 37 37 
118/79 31 3 23 17 40 40 
1115/79 36 13 18 15 49 49 
1122179 32 2 17 20 47 47 
1129/79 32 2 21 17 45 45 
2/5/79 29 3 21 18 44 44 
2/12/79 27 2 21 19 44 44 
2/20/79 22 2 19 26 45 45 
2/26/79 28 2 20 22 45 45 
3/5/79 33 1 15 18 44 44 
3/12/79 32 1 21 16 39 39 
3/19/79 32 3 18 18 39 39 
3/26/79 23 3 19 18 55 55 
4/2179 32 16 19 46 46 
4/9179 30 1 14 22 45 45 
4/16179 32 1 21 15 44 44 
4/23/79 31 19 21 48 48 

AVERAGES 29 4 17 17 45 45 
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JUROR I:-IFORMATION ON BACK 

No . .......................... .. 

State of Florida, COUl1ty of Marion 

To: .......................................... " ................................................................ Greetings: 

By virtue of a writ of venire facias, to me dire cted by the County Judge of said County, you are 

hereby summoned and required to attend at the Court House in the town of Ocala, on 

........................ the .. day of A.D. 19 ..... at ... .o'clock A.M. 

to serve as County Court Juror during said term of Court, or until discharged by order of said Court. 

Herein fail not under penalty of the law. 

Witness my hand and seal, this the day of ............................ ~ ..................... ....... " A. D., 19 ........ . 

DON MORELAND L.S. 

JUDGE REQUESTS A COAT AND TIE BE 

WORN BY GENTLEMEN AND APPRO
PRIATE DRESS BY LADIES. 

Sheriff, Marion County, Florida 

By ............................................................................... D.S. 

MARION COUNTY FLORIDA 
JUROR INfORMATION SHEET 

Your name has been randomly drawn from the voter's registration list of Marion County for 
service as a juror. Citizen participation in the jury system guarantees the right of all 
persons to a trial by their peers. Your presence is an important part of the judicial 
process. 

Examine your su"",ons carefully. Note. the jury number assigned to you and the time, the 
date and the Courtroom in which you are to appear. 

After 5 pm on the day before your service date, p..l'!2..~.s.al1. 622·4758 for a recorded message. 

This message will instruct you concerning the jury summons you have received. Occasionally 
unforeseen circumstances will result in a postponement or cancellation of a trial and it 
will not be necessary for you to report. 

IF YOU RECEIVE NO MESSAGE OR THE TELEPHONE RECORDING IS NOT IN OPERATION, PLEASE REPORT 
FOR JURY DUTY AS-DIRECTED BY YOUR PRINTEO SUMMONS. 

Qeneral Information 

First Day: Please report to the Courtroom to which you have been su"",oned ;n the 
Marion County Courthouse, 110 NW 2nd Avenue, Ocala, Florida. Circuit Courtroom A is 
on the second floor and County Courtrooms Band C are on the third floor. 

Attire: It is requested that a coat and tie be Worn by gentlemen and a dress or 
pants'iiTtliY ladies. It is suggested that women carry a sweater or jacket to the air 
conditioned courtrooms. 

~aAkin9: Jurors may park their car in the parking lot in front of the Courthouse on 
NW 2n venue. If this lot is full, the County parking lot on the corner of Magnolia and 
NW 3rd is available for juror use. 

Compensation: In accordance with Florida State Law, jurors receive ten dollars ($IO.OO) 
per day plus fourteen cents (J4t) per mile calculated for a round trip for every day of 
service. Please check the address on the sU"",ons. A CORRECT MAILING ADDRESS IS ESSENTlAL 
FOR PAYMENT. 

Jury service normally lasts three to five working days unless you are excused by the 
court or additional time is required to complete the trial you are serving on. 

Important: 

1. The law provides that: 
a. Expectant mothers and mothers with children under 15 years of age wll1 be 

excused from jury duty on request. 
b. Anyone with a physical or mental infirmity may b .. excused. 

2. If you are entitled to be excused or cannot serve because of either of these 
proviSions, call the Clerk of the Circuit Courts' Office at 622·4758 Ext. 39, 
between the hours uf B:OO a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, 

3. Business hardships that may result (rom jury duty are not grounds for an excuse. 
A postponement may be granted, however, to those with extenuating circumstances. 

If we can be of any further assistance or if you should have any questions please feel 
free to call us at 629·0177 or 622·4758. 
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Narration: Dual-Slide Presentation 
"You the Juror" 

While court buildings, procedures, fashions, technology 
and laws have undergone fantastic changes in America's 
two-hundred-year history, the basic concept of legally 
jUdging a citizen in the United States has not: 

No, the concept of trial by jury has remained the same. 
The reason is simple: it works. It works because you, the 
American juror, have always served honestLy, conscien
tiously, and with plain good old common sense. 

This year, over 120,000 trials will be judged by close to a 
million citizens across our country; accounting for more 
than 90 percent of all the jury trials in the world. 

Florida law requires that jurors be qualified electors, 
selected at random so as to represent a fair cross-section 
of the citizens residing in the county wnere the trial is to 
take place. A list of citizens who may be called to serve 
as jurors is selected from the voter's registration list. 

From this list, individuals are randomly selected to report 
for jury service. Finally ... here you are ... ready to 
perform a vital civic duty. 

Now that you are here, what can you expect? Unfortu
nately, after this orientation has been completed, a lot of 
what happens will be waiting for something to happen. 
You may be directed to go to one courtroom and arrive 
there only to be told that the case has been settled and 
that you are to return to the jury assembly room to go to 
another courtroom, or to wait. Take satisfaction from the 
knowledge that your presence in the Courthouse and 
readiness to be empanelled is often a critical ingredient in 
a decision by the parties to settle their differences. The 
Court tries its best to summon a minimum number of 
jurors but, it is unlikely that every juror summoned will 
actually serve on ajury in the trial of a case. 

The Court hopes that YOll, the Juror, will find jury duty a 
pleasant and rewarding experience. This has certainly 
been the reaction of prior jurors who were just as appre-
hensive at first as we know you arc now. . 

If you have any problems or questions, contact the Jury 
personnel. They are there 'LO assist you with any problems 
concerning your jury duty. 

There is a snack bar located in the courthouse for your 
convenience. Other eating facilities are located within a 
reasonable distance of the courthouse. The jury personnel 
will be glad to advise you of their locations. 

Proper dress for Court is r~\fJested. Just remember, ex
tremes of dress are if1approim'i1~ e. Maintaining the dignity 
and decorum of the Court with simple everyday business 
attire is suggested and appreciated. Perhaps a good rule 
to follow is to dress as if it were your case being judged. 

Florida law allows the state to compensate jurors for. per 
diem and mileage. You will be paid after you have com
pleted your service. 

If this is the first time you've been called for jury service, 
you may be unfamiliar with court!> and the jobs of the 
various people who work every day in n courtroom. 
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Cases which come before a trial jury are divided into two 
general classes: civil and criminal. Civil cases are those in 
which the parties in dispute come into court for the as
certainment and settlement of their respective rights. 
Criminal cases are those in which action is brought by the 
state, to try persons charged with violation of criminal 
laws. 

Centered at the end of the courtroom is, of course, the 
judge. Each judge is responsible for the conduct of the 
trial according to law. In jury trials, the judge instructs 
the jury on the law as it applies to each particular case. 

It is the responsibility of the bailiff to maintain order in 
the court, and, following the instructions of the judge, to 
be in attendance to the jury. 

Seated to the side of the judge is the clerk, who is respon
sible for any documents or physical evidence which is 
entered into the trial. Also seated near the judge is ~ <::ourt 
reporter. The court reporter produces a certifit.d 'word
for-word, written record of the trial. 

Seated in the front part of the courtroom are the attorneys 
and the litigants they represent. In a criminal trial, the 
prosecuting attorney is seated at one table and the de
fense attorney and the defendant sit at the other. The 
defendant is being tried. to determine whether or not he or 
she has violated a state law. In a civil trial, the plaintiff 
and his or her attorney sit at one table and the defense is 
seated at the other. The plaintiff is the party who has filed 
the lawsuit to be tried and he or she and the defendant 
have come to court to have the court settle a disagree
ment between them. 

Persons who may have some knowledge of the facts per
taining to either a civil or criminal case may be called 
upon by either of the attorneys to te~'ify under oath as 
witnesses. 

And then there is you: the juror. Your responsibility is 
the protection of the rights, privileges and liberties of 
each person in handing down the verdict of the court. 

A fair, impartial and just verdict depends upon the com
bined efforts of the jury as finders of the facts, the judge 
as presiding officer, the authority of the law and the law
yers as examiners and advocates. 

A jury trial begins with the selection of jurors, a process 
called voir dire. Let's go bad,- to the courtroom and 
watch. 

Clerk:-Rhonda Alexander 
Mrs. Alexander:-Here, sir. (Mrs. Alexander takes a seat 
in the jury box.) 
Clerk:-Charles Mc Gill 
Charles McGiII:-Yes, sir. (Mr. McGill also takes a seat 
and is the last juror.) 
ludge:-Ladies and gentlemen, this is a criminal case in 
which the defendant has bp.en accused of violating the law 
of the State of Florida. In selecting a jury for this case, 
this court and the litigants in this case have a right to 
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select the most impartial jury possible to hear the case. In 
order to do this, I must ask you some questions concern
ing any possible relationship you may have to the parties 
involved or any prior knowledge you may have concern
ing the facts of this case. Now the charge that has been 
brought against the defendant accuses him of violating the 
criminal code of tht; State of Florida ;;;;;;;;; (fade out 
voice of Judge) 
Narrator:-The .r'2dge is now explaining in detail the 
exact nature of (h \ charge brought against the clefendant 
and will then ask the jurors some questions; the court is 
entirely dependent on the candidness of the juror's re
sponses. 
Judge:-Do any of you know the defendant in this case? 
If so, please raise your hand. 
(Jurors shake heads) 
Narrator:-The law authorizes the judge to excuse indi
vidual jurors from service in a particular case for various 
reasons. To establish these reasons, the state attorney 
will ask you specific questions. This process "chal
lenges" the juror's impartiality. Each attorney is allowed 
a certain number of peremptory challenges and an un
limited number of challenges for cause. 
A peremptory challenge is one for which no reason for a 
juror's excuse must be given to the judge. On the other 
hand, if an attorney wishes to excuse for cause, he must 
state his or her cause to the judge who will then rule on 
whether the attorney's challenge is proper. 
State Attorney:-Mrs. Alexander, I see that you work for 
the Youth Services Program under the Health and Re
habilitative Services Department of the State of Florida. 
Mrs. AIexander:-Yes, that's correct. 
State Attorney:-In your capacity, do you ever have 
contact with the Juvenile Division of the police depart
ments? 
Mrs. Alexander:-Yes, as a caseworker I often have oc
casion to speak with officers. 
State Attorney:-Detective Daniel Williams is the officer 
in charge of the case before us today. Do you know him? 
Mrs. A1exander:-Yes, I have worked on a number of 
cases with him. 
Defense Attorney: (speaking to the Judge at the bench)-
Your Honor, I move to have Mrs. Alexander excused for 
cause. In addition, Your Honor, I would like to exercise 
one of my peremptory challenges and ask that Mr. 
McGill be excused. 
Judge:-Mrs. Alexander, Mr. McGill, you may be ex
cused. Clerk, will you call two more jurors please. 
Narrator:-The defense attorney has successfully exer
cised a challenge for cause because he feels that Mrs. 
Alexander's working relationship with the officer may 
make her sympathetic to the prosecutor's case. The 
peremptory challenge of Mr. McGill was unexplained as 
are all peremptory challenges. 
There is no reason for a juror to feel bad, ashamed or 
embarrassed if he or she is excused for any reason. When 
a juror is excused, it is in no way a reflection upon him or 
her nor does it question his or her competence in any 
way. The process of questioning and challenging con-
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tinues until the number of jurors needed has been ac
cepted. When the selection of the jury is completed, the 
judge orders the clerk to swear the jury to try the;: case. 
Clerk:-Do you and each of you solemnly swear or affirm 
that you will well and truly try the issues between the 
State of Florida and the defendant, and a true verdict 
render according to the law and evidence so help you 
God. 
Jury:-I do. 
Narrator:-When members of the jury take this oath they 
become judges of every question of fact in the case and 
are a part of the legal machinery for determining the facts 
of the case from the evidence presented to them. They 
are duty bound to act fairly and impartially, and are no 
longer free to act upon their feelings or emotions, but 
only on reason and judgment and under instructions of 
the judge. 

As the trial begins the prosecutor or the lawyer for the 
plaintiff usually makes an opening statement, telling you 
what he or she claims and outlining the evidence that he 
or she expects to present to prove the case. The defen
dant's lawyer then may present the other side of the case 
in a similar statement. The important thing to remember 
is that opening statements are not to be considered evi
dence, but are each attorney's contention as to the essen
tial facts in the case, and should not be considered by you 
in arriving at your verdict. 

Evidence is that body of statements, exhibits and objects 
used to establish the facts of a case. Evidence may be an 
article such as a document, a gun, a tool, a photograph or 
some other tangible thing supported by sworn witness 
testimony. Testimony itself may be evidence. In fact, 
most of the evidence in most cases is in the form of wit
ness testimony. 

Pay close attention to each witness as he or she testifies, 
not only to hear what is said, but also to watch his or her 
manner and expressions. You are the sale judges of the 
credibility or believability of the witnesses. It is your sale 
responsibility to sift the facts of the case from all of the 
evidence presented. 

During the course of the trial, especially prior to a recess, 
the judge will advise you that it is your duty not to speak 
with anyone about anything that has gone on in the court
room. Even speaking to your husband or wife about the 
case can be an act of contempt punishable by fine or 
imprisonment. A wise policy for you to follow is to avoid 
even the appearance of an improper discussion. 

As a matter of fact, if you believe that someone has p~lr~ 
posely tried to talk to you concerning the case, it would 
be your duty to relate the incident to the judge im
mediately. Make sure that while you are in the court
room, elevators, corridors, lunchroom, or anywhere else 
that you do not talk with lawyers, their clients or any 
other person interested in any way in the trial of the case. 

You should also know that it would be a violation of your 
duty as a juror to conduct your own investigation of the 
case. For instance, you should not visit the scene of an 
accident or crime or make any attempt to question wit
nesses on your own. 



The lawyers in. the trial bear the complete responsibility 
fOrpr~s~nting the entirety oftbeir cases to you . 

• ",' '. \, t"\'~ ;:>~ ", 

There will be times during the course of the trial when the 
lawyers will step up to the bench to hold private conver
sations. Such conversations are not for the jury to hear. 
They concern technical points of the law and courtroom 
procedure which the Judge alone must decide. Sometimes 
the Judge may excuse the jury or he may recess the Court 
to enable himself and the attorneys to resolve the matter 
in the courtroom or in the Judge'~ chambers. Other times, 
the Judge may want to satisfy himself by looking up the 
law before making a ruling. These conferences are not 
intended to purposely delay the trial, but are necessary to 
insure a fair trial for all parties. 

Mter all the evidence has been introduced, the lawyers 
will sum up their cases for you. This final or closing 
argument is not evidence just as the opening statement 
was not evidence he or she presented. Each lawyer will 
8.J.so ask you to reach a-~-erdict in favor of his or her 
client. At the conclusion of the final arguments, the judge 
will instruct you on the law that applies to the case you 
have just heard. Pay close attention to the instructions 
because you, in tum will have to apply the law to the 
facts that you have determined to be true. You must ac
cept the law exactly as given to you by the judge. For the 
purposes of the case which you are hearing, the judge i~ 
the final authority on the law. 

In weighing evidence, there is a difference between the 
degree of proof required to establish a criminal case and' 
that required to establish a civil case. 

The judge will explain to you, in the instructions the de
gree of proof required in the case you are hearing. You 
are to decide the facts solely upon the testimony given 
under oath in court and the exhibits admitted in evidence. 
This is the most important part of your duty. Each lawyer 
has a duty to present the best possible case. 

The lawyer's arguments naturally are conflicting. If they 
were not in conflict with each other, there would have 
been no need for a trial in the first place. Your job is to 
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listen to the lawyers' opinions in their opening and cloSing 
arguments, listen to all the testimony, look at the ex
hibits, and decide the facts. 

Mter the judge has instructed you on the law, the bailiff 
will t.hen take you to the jury room for your deliberation. 
Y (lnr first duty in deliberation will be to elect a fore
person. The foreperson acts as the chairperson of the 
jury. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is 
carried on in a free but orderly manner, and will provide 
every juror an opportunity to express himself or herself. 
The foreperson will also manage the balloting. 

In your deliberations, there may be differences of opinion 
and arguments. If so, listen to the opinions, form your 
own opinions, state them, and then vote the way your 
intellect and your conscience tell you to. By all means, 
keep your minds open to the arguments and opinions of 
others. 

When a verdict has been reached, the foreperson will 
instruct the bailiff that you have arrived at a decision. Do 
not tell the bailiff or anyone else what the verdict is until 
the judge requests it. To transmit the verdict through a 
facial gesture is highly improper. When delivering the 
verdict, the foreperson speaks for the jury. 

Unless you are a witness in a trial, jury duty is about the 
only place that a citizen may take part in the adminis
tration of justice. And jury duty is the most important 
citizen duty of all. America is one of just a handful of 
countries left in the world that respects its citizens so 
highly that it calls upon them to sit in judgment of other 
citizens. This is one of the major differences between our 
government and the many other forms of government the 
world has known. 

If you should feel for a moment that jury duty is incon
venient, you should weigh that against the important role 
that you playas a juror in a trial. For in 'lhis country at 
least, a case may be heard and decided not by a police
man in a barracks or stationhouse, but in open court, on 
the record, by a citizen of this state, an honorable man or 
woman, ajuror. 
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